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Transport d'activité dans les centrales CANDU

Recueil des exposés présentes au Symposium ANC/EACL
sur le transport d'activité tenu dans l'Etablissement
df: Recherches Nucléaires de Whiteshell, Pinawa, Manitoba,
le 18 novembre 1974.

Avant-propos

Le transport d'activité a causé beaucoup d'inquiétude
pour le programme CANDU des années 1969-1971 alors que les champs
de rayonnement étaient très intenses dans la centrale prototype
Douglas Point. L'intensité de ces champs a diminué depuis lors
et les rayonnements dus au transport d'activité cnt pu être main-
tenus à un bas niveau dans les unités de Pickering, de telle sorte
que le problème considéré a perdu son caractère d'urgence. Néanmoins,
la radioactivité transportée continue d'occuper une grande place dans
la dose de rayonnement reçue par les opérateurs de centrales nucléaires
et il semble que ce problème continuera probablement à se faire sentir.
Une responsabilité importante des concepteurs va donc consister à
minimiser la dose de rayonnement reçue par le personnel d'exploitation
et de maintenance. On exigera alors que les fabricants de composants
répondent à des normes plus strictes. Par conséquent: l'industrie
*!ectvoTMolcaiï-v doit se soucier de façon significative du transport
l'activité.

Ceci dit. le Comité de Technologie de l'Association Nucléaire
Canadienne (ANC) que préside M. Joe Howieson, a suscité la tenue du
Symposium sur le transport d'activité afin de donner aux représentants
de l'industrie nucléaire canadienne l'occasion de se familiariser avec
le problème du transport d'activité et de prendre conscience du fait
que ce problème les concerne aussi. Le Symposium du 18 novembre 1974
a également permis aux délégués de visiter l'Etablissement de Recherches
Nucléaires de Whiteshell. Quant au personnel de cet Etablissement, il
a beaucoup apprécié l'occasion qui lui était ainsi offerte de resserrer
ses liens avec l'Association Nucléaire Canadienne.

Ce recueil contient les transcriptions des exposés présentés
au Symposium. Les éditeurs n'ont fait qu'apporter de légères corrections
et des changements dans la disposition des textes, II n'a malheureusement
pas été possible de conserver l'impact des illustrations et,en particulier,
des diapositives en couleurs.

M. Tomlinson
Coordonnateur du Symposium

L'Energie Atomique du Canada, Limitée
Etablissement de recherche nucléaires de Whiteshell

Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0

September 1975 AECL-5113
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FOREWORD

Activity transport became a prominent concern of the CANDU
program in 1969-1971 when radiation fields in the prototype plant at
Douglas Point rose to high levels. The fields have since been reduced
and radiation levels due to activity transport in the Pickering units
b.ave been kept low, so that the problem is no longer urgent. Neverthe-
less, transported activity continues to be a major contributor t-p the
radiation dose received by power plant operators, and seems likely to
be a continuing problem. Minimising the radiation dose received by
operation and maintenance personnel is therefore an important task of
designers and this will ta reflected in che demands on the manufacturers
of components. Thus: Activity transport is a significant concern of
the nuclear power industry.

With this in mind, the Technology Committee of the CNA,
chaired by Joe Howieson, instigated the Symposium on Activity Transport
in order to give representatives of the Canadian nuclear industry an
opportunity to hear what activity transport is about and how it concerns
them. The symposium was also made an occasion to visit AECL's Whiteshell
centre. The people at Whiteshell have appreciated this opportunity to
enhance their links with the CNA.

This volume contains transcripts of the talks presented.
Editing lias been confined to minor corrections and changes in format.
It has not been possible to preserve the impact of some of the visual
aids, particularly the coloured slides.

M. Tomlinson
Meeting Co-ordinator

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
i
, Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

j Pinawa. Manitoba, ROE ILO

| Septembe?: .19/5
AECL-5113
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ACTIVITY TRANSPORT IN NUCLEAR GENERATING STATIONS

The Overall Perspective From the Operator's Viewpoint

A. R. Mitchell
Technical Superintendent

Chemistry and Metallurgy Ssction
Central Nuclear Services

Ontario Hydro

ABSTRACT

The objective of this first paper in today's conference is to
give a basic understanding of the operational limitations caused by radia-
tion fields in the present design of CANDU-PHW reactors. A simple model
of activity transport is described, and the significance of various radio-
isotopes identified. The impact which radiation fields have at the
Divisional, Station Manager and Operation levels, is outlined in the
context of typical work situations.
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In this first talk of today's seminar I want to give you a
Ivisic understanding of the operational limitations caused by radiation
fields in our present design of (1ANDII* reactors. I. tliink this should help
you uppro.ei.ale the importance of the design and research efforts which
will be described in detail in the later presentations.

1. ACTIVITY TRANSPORT - A SIMPLE PICTURE

I deliberately said "radiation fields" not "activity transport",
since in a nuulaar generating station there are other major sources of
radiation ;is well as the radioactive corrosion products which we generally
associate with activity transport.

What radiation causes us concern? There are two types:

- Y~radiation, a high energy electromagnetic radiation
(similar to X-rays), which has very high penetrating
power and can pass right through the human body causing
biological damage. This radiation can only be reduced
by massive shielding with heavy materials.

- ".--radiation of high energy electrons. This radiation has
poor penetrating power and will not penetrate the body
past the skin layer. However, if 3-emitters are ingested
into the body, they may cause biological damage to internal
organs.

lioth >• and ;;. radiation may be emitted when a radioactive isotope
decays. These are the two types of radiation that give the most dose to
personnel operating a nuclear power plant.

Figure 1 shows a simple diagram of the main systems associated
with a nuclear reactor. Fuel bundles containing the uranium oxide fuel
produce heat by nuclear fission. This heat is transferred by the heavy
water flowing through the pressure tubes to the boilers via feeders and
headers. The cooled water is then pumped back to the reactor through
further headers and feeders. As the heat transport fluid (heavy water)
passes through the reactor, the neutron flux transforms some of fluid and
some of the impurities present (corrosion products) into radioactive isotopes.
These pass into the out-of-core components. In the case of the activated
corrosion products, some plate-out on the internal pipe surfaces, causing
permanent radiation fields on these components.

Radiation fields from, for example, a piece of pipe in the heat
transport system, will depend on the state of the reactor at that particular
time (Figure 2). If the reactor is operating at full power, fields will be
very high due to the activation of the heat transport fluid itself. Such

^Canada Deuterium Uranium
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Within minutes of shutdown; the radiation fields will be dom-
inated by active species which have plated out on the inside surface of the
pipe. At first the fields will be dominated by filtCu, 56Mn and 51Cr, pro-
duced from the predominant metals of the original corrosion products.
However, within 24 hours of shutdown, further decay will have occurred, and
{lllCo is found to be the dominant isotope. 59Co, the source of 60Co, is
present in the system as an impurity in materials of construction and as
stellite, a high cobalt alloy, on wear surfaces. Because of i:he very long
half-life of G"Co, the fields will not fall significantly within the time
scale, of a normal reactor outage.

Fortunately, there is seldom a need to approach the nuclear
systems, either during operation, or immediately after shutdown. Where
routines such as changing ion-exchange (IX) columns and chemical sampling
are required during operation, shielded areas are provided in the design.
Since most dose is accumulated during shutdown maintenance periods of a
week or more in duration, it is easy to see why the main thrust of activity
transport research is to eliminate °°Co.

In addition to the sources just mentioned, there is one more
major source of radiation which gives rise to very considerable personnel
exposure. This is airborne radiation of which the most predominant is
tritium. A small portion of the deuterium in the heavy water passing
through the reactor core is converted by neutrons to tritium. This is a
i3-emitter. If the tritium is contained within the heat transport system,
the piping acts as shielding. However, inevitably some escapes, and in the
form of water vapour in the atmosphere of the reactor building is very
easily absorbed into the human body through the skin and by breathing.

The wearing of an air inflated plastic suit or an air mask can
significantly reduce tritium uptake, and is standard equipment for mainte-
nance work in contaminated atmospheres.

The unit used for measuring radiation dose is the rem. This is
a measure of the biological effect of radiation on the body (for gamma ra-
diation it is the total radiation energy absorbed per cm3). Another unit is
the roentgen (R), almost identical to rem for y radiation. It is customary
to measure radiation fields on equipment in terms of R/hour. Another term
historically used is man-rem. This has now been superceded by total radiation
exposure, and is a measure of the. total dose accumulated in terms of man-hours
worked and radiation fields (Table 1).

TABLE 1

TOTAL PERSONNEL RADIATION EXPOSURE

DOSE = man hours x rem/h

e.g. A man works 10 h in 0.2 rem/h field

Total Dose = 2 rein
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There are strict jurisdiction limits for personnel exposure
(Table 2). If the jurisdictional limit is reached, then the remainder of
a man's working hours must be spent in a nonradiation environment. The
time a man can spend in various radiation fields is shown in Table 3. His
involvement in just one high radiation job may prevent him being uaed again
for the remainder of that year.

TABLE 2

RADIATION DOSE LIMITS

Whole Body
Eyes
Extremities

TABLE

5
15
75

3

rem/year
rem/year
rem/year

TIME IN RADIATION FIELDS

Field(mrem)
2.5
205

250
2500

Time
40 h /wk
4 h /wk

20
2
h /year
h /year

THE CORPORATE VIEWPOINT

To get a perspective of how all this affects the operation of a
nuclear power plant, I thought it would be interesting to examine what impact
it has on the various management levels of a utility such as Ontario Hydro.

Within the Nuclear Generation Division, the four basic objectives
are to generate electricity with good:

- safety

- reliability

- economics

- citizenship

How does activity transport affect these objectives?

2.1 Safety

Since Hydro rigorously keeps its radiation exposure levels for its
employees well within the limits set by the. jurisdictions, there can clearly



be no definable safety hazard. Yet the Hydro management have accepted a moral
responsibility to minimize all radiation exposure associated with the gener-
ation of electricity. For that reaaon alone, they are prepared to make what-
ever improvements are practical to reduce radiation fields.

2.2 Reliability

Table 4 shows the causes of incapability for Pickering GS. Nowhere
does it identify activity transport as a contributor. Yet it is there!! About
one-third of the incapability is due to nuclear equipment maintenance. Radi-
ation fields significantly increase the time and manpower necessary to complete
that work and return the unit to service. For this reason too, Hydro seeks to
improve the present situation.

TABLE 4

PICKERING G.S.

CAUSES OF INCAPABILITY
(excl. 1972 Strike)

In Service to 1 October, 1973

Nuclear Steam Supply System 20.9%
Heat Transport Inspection 11.6%
Common Services 8.7%
Turbine & Auxiliaries 24.7%
Generator & Auxiliaries 17.8%
Turbine Inspection 16.3%

2.3 Cost

The cost breakdown (Figure 3) of mills per kilowatt-hour for a
Pickering type reactor again does not assign an identified cost to activity
transport. Yet there is a very significant hidden cost. The operating costs
are based on the normal station workforce. These would escalate considerably
if high radiation fields or poor equipment reliability resulted in outside
manpower being required to help with routine maintenance work.

The unit power costs are dominated by the high capital costs of
a nuclear station. The extra capital costs of improvements such as low Co
heat exchanger materials, purification systems, etc., are relatively small
compared to this already massive investment. The Hydro management would
willingly pay for such improvements if a positive reduction in radiation
exposures could be achieved.
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3. THE STATION MANAGER'S VIEWPOINT

Now, let us move on one stage and consider what radiation fio.Hs
means to the station manager. He has the same general objectives as the cor-
poration but with one added requirement. He must attempt to operate and
maintain his plant using only liis allocated manpower.

Let us take, for example, Pickering GS. This is a 4 x .540
Megawatt generating station.

Each Unit has literally hundreds of systems and sub-systems.
Each requires maintenance to keep them running and to overcome their in-
dividual operating probler.s. Only a few systems, those associated with the
reactor itself, have radiation fields. Since the number of people allocated to
the station complement depends on all the systems to be operated, this
allows a manpower reserve which can be used to even out and minimize in-
dividual radiation exposures.

Nevertheless, the station manager has limited resources within
his station complement. Although, theoretically, each man can receive 5 rem/
year, a more realistic, level for a working group is 3 rem/year. A total
complement of 250 would then have nn annual commitment of a maximum of 750 rem.
This total I.hen has to be subdivided into specialized groups: mechanical
maintainers, operators, control technicians, chemical technicians and so on.
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In deploying these men, the station manager must allow for both
operating routines and shutdown maintenance. Operating routines carried out
over 95% of each year* of operation take perhaps 1/3 of the total station
close (Table- 5). About equal exposures are used on heat transport, moderator
iiy.stems and maintaining the fuelling machines. Shutdown dose is, in contrast,
concentrated into perhaps 3 weeks in each year for each unit (Table 5). So
far iit Pickering, it has largely been picked up during maintenance and modi-
fications to the heat transport and moderator systems and during specialized
jobs such as in-service inspection.

TABLE 5

EXTERNAL DOSE DISTRIBUTION
(1st half of 1974)

DOSQ Sources

Fuelling'

Heat .Transport

Moderator

Routines

Miscellaneous

Unidentified

Total

Operating

6.6%

8.5%

7.3%

3.0%

7.6%

-

33%

Shutdown

-

35.5%

7.4%

-

-

24.1%

67%

4. THE OPERATOR'S VIEWPOINT

Let us move on again to the station engineer and mechanical
maintainer. How do radiation fields and activity transport affect their
jobs? Well, firstly, it is clear that in addition to normal job planning,
considerable forethought has to be put into radiation protection planning.
The total dose for a job, the number of men required and their maximum ex-
posure, radiation protection requirements, and any specially developed
remotely operated tooling must all be carefully considered in advance. Where
high radiation fields are expected, training on mock-ups and realistic re-
hearsals are essential to ensure successful completion of the work without
excessive doses.

Most people entering Nuclear Operations start off with several
months training at the Nuclear Training Centre at Rolphton. Here they are
given a thorough grounding in all aspects of radiation protection. This
prepares them for the future work situation where they become responsible
for their own radiation protection. Each person is trained to understand the
hazards of each work situation, assess them, and protect himself accordingly.
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Preparations for work assignment typically will start with a
radiation survey in which y radiation fields and tritium concentrations in
the anticipated work area will be measured with portable instruments. A
rack of portable instruments is always available for use.

Having measured the hazards, an assessment has to be made of the
dose anticipated from both the external and internal radiation hazards. Then
the necessary protective measures can be selected. For environments with a
high airborne hazard such as triuium, plastic suits are necessary. While
these give maximum protection against internal dose, they can be extremely
cumbersome and always reduce the efficiency of the wearer (Figure 4).

FIGURE A: PLASTIC SUITS
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Special techniques may be needed to confine the spread of loose
activity created during the maintenance work. A rubber station may be
necessary.

Before the work is started, the surrounding area is isolated by
barriers, and a temporary floor surface laid down. Since everyone leaving the
rubber station is required to remove his contaminated red rubber overshoes
ami put on clean ones, any loose contamination cannot be transmitted beyond
the barrier.

It very high levels of airborne contamination or very high local
tritium levels are expected, a special plastic tent with its own ventilation
system may be erected around the work location.

the -job, continual assessment of the fields and of the
dorfe received is necessary. This is done with portable y meters and direct
reading dosimeters (DRDs) for external dose. Although final doses will be
assessed from film badge dosimeters, dose control during the job is necessary.
If radioactive components are to be handled, extra dosimeters will be taped to
the finger tips or other parts of the body (e.g., head) if non-uniform doses
are expected. . ,;

Special tools may be used which can be remotely actuated and
allow the operator to move away from the high field area. This technique is
frequently used on special jobs which will be repeated such as in-service
Inspection.

In the standard manual inspection of a weld, the operator moves
tli.- ultrasonic crystal around the weld taking about an hour to complete the
inspection. The operator might receive a dose of 1 rem.

An automatic pipe scanner, being developed by Research Division,
can be clamped on the weld in seconds and operated from a non-radiation area.
This would reduce the dose received for the job to perhaps 10 mrem.

Where prolonged work programs in high radiation areas are necessary,
portable shielding may be provided. In this instance, work at the Pickering
repctor face was carried out by men enclosed in "Snoopy's Dog House". The
rac1 ation fields were reduced by a factor of 150.

5. TYPICAL WORK SITUATIONS

To complete the picture, I would now like to describe a few
typical work situations and use these to illustrate the difficulties imposed
by radiation fields.
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5.1 Blowdown Valve Repair

The first example is a small maintenance job on a blowdown valve
of a Pickering boiler (Figure 5). This is a light water system not in it-
self radioactive. All the radiation fields come from the adjacent boilers
and piping. In normal circumstances, the job itself would perhaps take an
hour. In a radiation situation, this may extend to several hours due to
the radiation protection procedures involved. The mechanical maintainer
first changes clothes into whites, collects his dosimeters and monitoring
instruments, dons a plastic suit because of the high tritium level, and
then enters the boiler room. His radiation survey shows that y fields
from tliu upper portion of the boiler is 70 mR/h. lie also identifies a
"hot spot" on a drain line giving 250 mR/h on contact. He puts a small
shield around this before starting work. The plastic suit slows his work,
but the job is straightforward and no cleanup is required. The maintainer
completes his assignment, removes his plastics, checks his dosimeters,
showers, and changes clothes. It is easy to see how a short one-half hour
job extends Lo four houru.

70 mR/h

FIGURE 5: PICKERING BOILER RADIATION FIELDS
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li,.'. ".nil ur_ 'Lube L:is w.'ct ion

The next job, to be. carried out in almost the same location, is
llu- i-ililv ;i\rreut inspect ion of the boiler tubes. Like the ultrasonic testing
equipment sliown earlier, the eddy current equipment only needs locating in the
tube to lu' inspected; it can then be operated remotely. This is a major non-
routlne |ob requiring very careful preparation and planning. The job itself,
involving perhaps a dozen people, is:

Isolate the boiler

ilut drain line caps and drain via temporary lines (16 hours)

Assomh-le all equipment ami services (16 hours)

Open man wave- for access to tube sheet

Decontaminate inside of boiler head (2 hours)

Insert eddy current testing equipment

- Operate it from shielded position (48 hours)

llepeat on several tubes
»•

("lose i.ian ways nnd reweld pipes (4 hours)

Kemove all equipment and clean up (16 hours)

What does this mean in terms of radiation protection? Look at the
r.idi.it Lou iia;-.ards. Opening up a reactor system leads to greatly increased
tritium and participate levels in the atmosphere. A. tent with its own ven-
t iL.it ion system is necessary to reduce the tritium and to prevent the spread
<>l" airborne contamination. Since the eddy current testing involves outside
people, operations must provide a radiation supervisor to look after their
radiation protection.

To place the eddy current equipment in position, the operator must
stand right inside the boiler head (Figure 6). The y fields are high, the
shell of the boiler not row acting as shielding. For the same reason, a sig-
nificant skin dose from i. radiation could also be received. The internal
surfaces of the boiler head are covered with a layer of loose crud which will
rub off on to his plastic suit. To prevent the spread of this contamination,
tiie operator has L'.i wear two plastic suits - discarding the outer one when he
is still in the ventilation tent,

'I'D minimize t'nis loose contamination and to reduce the fields, the
inside surface of the boiler head was decontaminated by wire brushing and
vacuuming. This was successful in that it reduced the loose contamination,
'ml it did not reduce uhe radiation fields. Moreover, the man doing the. de-
I'onLamltial ion received a significant done himself.

Alter completion of the tests, the boiler man-ways were closed,
pipes rewoJded, all equipment removed, and the area cleaned up.

i'he personnel doses accumulated are whown in Table 6.
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FIGURE 6:
PICKERING BOILER
MANWAY

TABLE 6

BOILER TUBE INSPECTION RADIATION DOSE

Equipment set up 11%

Open and close hatches 14%
Decontaminate 7%
Eddy current test 47"
Rewelding 2l'Z

TOTAL 8.5 rem

5.3 Main Pump Repair

The next example is changing a pump seal on a main circulating
pump at Douglas Point. The pump has to be removed frcrr. the boiler room with
a hoist. Electrical cables and water pipes have to be disconnected and the
nuts removed from the main flange. Because of the thickness of the pump
casing and the thermal shield, fields from the pump itself are quite Low.

However, the boilers in the vicinity and headers under and beside
the pump are a very high radiation source and even many feet away at the pumps,
dominate the fields. Plastics would be worn because of the high boiler room
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tritium levels. As soon as the hoist lifts the pump impeller out of the
casing, all shielding is lost, and there would be very high 100 R/h y and
(.'• fields. However, since the hoist is remotely operated, this problem is
minimized.

This is one work situation which has been considerably improved
in subsequent, stations. Ar. Pickering, a shielding wall has been placed
between boilers and pumps. At Bruce, the pump is outside of the boiler
room.

5.4 RTO Uepair

The last, example is repairing an RTD on the reactor face at
Pickering. These devices are connected to the feeders between the end
fittings on die reactor face.

The tritium level in the fuelling machine vault is low due to
the good ventilation and few leaky components. No plastics are required.
The highest doses will be to the arms and hands since the maintainer will be
handling high field components. Finger badges will be worn. The maintainer
is amazed to find from his radiation survey that the dose rates at the top
of the reactor are twice those at the bottom.

l.iien all the insulation panels are stripped away, the reason
for this becomes clear; a dominant source being the carbon steel feeders
and headers above the reactors.

The RTD.S have had a poor reliability at Pickering. Because of
this ;ni(i the high maintenance dose used up for replacement, a design change
was initiated, and the RTDs in Units 3 and 4 are installed in a different
location.

6. THE FUTURE

I have tried to show you how, by sound radiation protection
practices, we are presently living with radiation fields in our nuclear
stations.

This is today's story. Where do we go from here? Clearly we
must reduce radiation fields to a low level to:

minimize the total personnel exposure involved in nuclear
generation

- increase our maintenance efficiency

- reduce operating costs
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There ,-ire only two absolute solutions:

stop activity transport

build equipment so reliable that it does not need maintaining.

Clearly both thes^ are beyond our technological capabilities.
At present, we. can only try to minimize the buildup of radiation fields, and
by design improvements, try to minirniEt1 LWe dose received during maintenance.

The first stage to any improvements is to try to understand the
problem. Until very recently, exactly how fields built up in a power reactor
was not known.

Harry Mont ford o! Wlii tcsiiell , who we shall hear later, spent two
yearii at Douglas Point studying what was happening in that reactor. This
knowledge has an immediate application and he was able to put it to good use,
reducing radiation fields qrite spectacularly.

Barry Neil of Hydro Research, who is also present here today,
is currently studying activity transport mechanisms at Pickering.

These studies are aimed at understanding:

- How the radiation fields build up and what radioactive
isotopes cause the fields.

How thf activity circulates as crud or as dissolved ions and
how the concentrations vary with reactor transients and op-
erating conditions.

VIKit the nature of the deposits on the various surfaces of the
reactor are cryr.'tallographically and rad iochemically.

The othiir type of study - radiation dose audits - is being carried out

by radiation safety groups. By studying how the station radiation dose is being

currently expended, it is possible to identify which operating functions could

best benefit from increased research and design efforts.

7. WHAT SOLUTIONS AKE POSSIBLE?

7.1 Materials

Hy using materials of very low ' 'Co impurity levels, the amount

of riCo produced can be significantly reduced. By using material of very low

corrosion rate and corrosion product release rate, the total quantity of ac-

tivated corrosion products can be reduced.
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7.2 Purification

If the activated corrosion products leaving core can be
before they plate out on the pipe surfaces, then the buildup of radiation
fields can be controlled. This can be achieved by increased purification.
(A similar effect could result if the water passing into the core had all
impurities removed.)

7.3 Chemistry

It is possible to specify chemical conditions which minimize the
corrosion of system materials and prevent the deposition of the corrosion
products on the fuel or system surfaces.

7.4 Decontamiaation

When radiation fields throughout the reactor reach levels where
operating or shutdown dose levels become significant, it becomes attractive
to decontaminate the whole reactor system. Similarly, individual components
may be decontaminated before major maintenance work.

7.5 Layout

By recognizing that maintenance work is required on a regular
basis during service, the appropriate access and shielding can be provided
at the design stage.

Each of these approaches will be explored in detail in the later
talks. 1 hope that this overall perspective from the operator's viewpoint,
lias helped you understand some of the practical aspects of the problems which
the designers and researchers are trying to overcome.
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DESIGN TO NULLIFY ACTIVITY MOVEMENT IN
HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

by

R.I.. Hemmings and D. Barber

Atomic Energy of Canada. Limited
Power Projects,

Sheridan Park, Ontario

ABSTRACT

This article describes the methods by which designers can reduce
the adverse effects of system corrosion and the resultant activation of the
corrosion products in Heat Transport Systems.

The presentation will cover:

a) Choice of materials.
b) Assessment of the need of components.
c) Control of system chemistry.
d) Factors considered in sizing HTS

purification systems.

i control of activation and fission products
ii decontamination
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1. INTRODUCTION

The time interval from the freezing of the design basis for
the major systems in a nuclear power station, up until the station is
commissioned and producing power, is at least five to seven years. As
a result, the comparisons which can now he made between Douglas Point and
Pickering are comparisons of designs produced some seven and more years
ago. Certainly substantial improvements in activity transport are evident
as one compares these two stations. The system designers have been watch-
ing the performance of these earlier designs and have been changing the
design as a result.

This paper then is primarily about the heat transport and
purification system designs which are now on the drawing boards. These
systems are expected to show substantial improvements over currently
operating systems, from the standpoint of the limitation of the production,
movement and accumulation of radioactivity.

Let us not forget, however, that the primary heat transport
system of a CANDU-PHW*reactor is a complex system and that during the"1

evolution of a design there may be many competing and at times conflicting
requirements to consider. For instance, boiler heat transfer can be im-
proved by permitting the coolant to boil as it passes over the fuel elements,
but the boiling creates a different chemistry regime, one in which there will
be higher concentrations of dissolved oxygen in the lower temperature con-
densed coolant. The steam phase at the core outlet will also contain most
of the elemental oxygen and deuterium. The greater availability of oxygen
increases the probability that system materials will corrode and this in
turn leads to changes in materials.

Within the context of activity movement, consideration has to be
given to activated corrosion and erosion products from system materials, to
fission products from fuel failures, to the effects that changes in operating
conditions - pressure, temperature and chemical - might have on corrosion and
erosion rates and to the steps that can be taken to reduce the resultant
radiation levels around the plant to acceptable levels; levels, incidentally,
which continue with passage of time to be set at lower and lower values.

The methods currently employed in the design of heat transport
systems to meet this situation include:

1. Elimination of all unnecessary components.

2. Increased component reliability.

3. Attention from the earliest conceptual plant arrangements
to accessibility, layout and shielding.

4. Careful choice and specification of materials including the
elimination as far as is practical and/or economic ^r •\n-
desirable materials and of trace impurities in
materials.

*Canada Deuterium Uranium-Pressurized Heavy Water
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5. Ccntrul of heat transport chemistry.

6. Provision of an adequate purification system.

Before taking each of these topics and examining it in more
detail, it is necessary to present a background against which to view the
efforts to nullify the movement of activity and its effects.

Experience at Douglas Point, and to a lesser degree at Pickering,
has shown that there is a buildup of radioactivity around the heat transport
system and this creates a problem for both operating and maintenance personnel
which shows up as the radiation dose they receive. At Douglas Point this has
resulted in extra, non-station, personnel being employed at times,'particu-
larly during major maintenance shutdowns, because the normal station comple-
ment could not do the necessary work without exceeding the permitted radia-
tion exposures.

At Pickering, radiation doses have not yet been such an in-
convenience.

Although the whole story of activity movement has not yet been
unravelled, some effects have been identified and later papers will tell of
these. Suffice at the moment to say that, from our experience at Douglas
Point, largely as a result of Barry Montford's work, some conclusions have
been reached. At Douglas Point, it was seen that corrosion products can
move around the system and that changes in chemistry, temperature, and
hydraulics cause them to move. These techniques were exploited to great
advantage to reduce radiation fields around the Douglas Point steam gen-
erator to 20% of their peak values.

However, of particular interest to those involved in purification
system design were the observations on the redeposition of crud which showed
that during normal operation, crud redeposits with a half-life of 8-12 minutes
and during shutdowns this redeposition half-life extends to an hour or more.
Crud movement has also been seen at Gentilly-1 and at NPD but it has not
been so extensively documented at either plant.

Tliis then is the backcloth - active material moving, depositing,
moving again and redepositing. The problems - how to reduce the movement
and how to catch the material which is moving? To answer these questions
we have to return to the six topics mentioned previously.

ELIMINATION OF UNNECESSARY COMPONENTS

The most prominent example of this is the reduction in the
number of heat transport system valves. The original impetus came from a
desire to improve on the leak tightness of the system. However, since
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many valves had high cobalt content hard facing materials, their elimination
removed a potential source of cobalt-60. So whereas at Douglas Point some
400 valves are exposed to HTS water, at Bruce there are fewer than 20 valves
exposed to high temperature coolant.

Closely related to this is the reduction of the number of com-
ponents. Thus whereas each Pickering unit has sixteen pumps and twelve
boilers, the 600 MW(e) reactors have four pu^ys and four boilers. The
main advantage expected from this is a reduction in total maintenance
time. This then leads into the second topic'— reliability.

COMPONENT RELIABILITY

By increasing component reliability, for example using proven,
bellows-sealed valves instead of conventionally packed valves, the fre-
quency of maintenance can be greatly reduced. Similarly attention has
been given to the design of the internals of ion exchangers, the shaft
seals on pumps and the choice of boiler tube material, all from the stand-
points of reducing the frequency of maintenance and also of making any
anticipated maintenance easier.

4. ACCESS, LAYOUT AND SHIELDING

The layout of the components can have a great effect on the
total dose absorbed by the station personnel. Ease of access to and
convenient working conditions in radiation areas must be given attention
early in the design process. Consideration must be given to equipment
position, material handling and the arrangement of stairways, passages,
platforms and shield walls. As examples - in current designs, all trans-
fers of spent radioactive;, or potentially radioactive, ion exchange resins
are by slurry methods through shielded pipes. Boilers and pumps are in
shielded compartments with shielding between the main pumps and their
driv_ motors.

5. CHOICE OF MATERIALS

If it were possible to obtain construction materials which
could withstand the maximum operating conditions of the heat transport
system (up to 210°C (590°F) and 11.2 MPa(gauge) (1630 psig)) without
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corroding, and yet still be economic, corrosion product transfer would not
be a concern. However, this Utopian condition Is not yet with us.

Pictors which affect the choice of HTS materials include:

1. Corrosion rates

2. Variation of corrosion rates with
(i) chemistry
(ii) temperature

3. Impurities in the materials - particularly cobalt

4. Neutron economy (for core materials).

As a result, the CANDU-PHW heat transport system includes:

1. Zirconium alloys for pressure tubts
2. Carbon steel for headers, feeders and major piping

3. Nickel alloys as the boiler heat transfer surface.
Monel-400, Inconel-600 and Incoloy-800 have all been
used or proposed for use in boilers; Monel was used
at Douglas Point and Pickering 'A' and is the proposed
material for Pickering 'B', Inconel was used at NPD
and Bruce and Incoloy is being used in all the present
600 MW(e) reactors.

In specifying boiler tube materials, there has been a con-
tinuing downward movement in the permitted cobalt level. The maximum
allowable cobalt concentration is now 0.015% or 150 ppm. For the carbon
steel piping, this approach is continued, and for the Bruce 'A1 C.S, the
carbon steel pipe has an average cobalt concentration of only 0.006%.
Without these restrictions and control, about 12 g/a of Co would have
come from C.S. corrosion on each Bruce reactor. As a result of them,
the quantity is down by a factor of ten.

Monel has given very good service both at Douglas Point and
Pickering where the coolant is expected to ccntain less than 5 ppb of
oxygen, but if the HTS oxygen content is allowed to rise above 5 ppb,
the Monel corrosion rate increases rapidly (see Figure 1). Since Bruce
and the 600 MW(e) reactors will have boiling in the reactor core., oxygen
will be present in the coolant leaving the reactor core and flowing through
the external parts of the system, and no Monel is not a candidate material
for boiler tubes. Inconel was choseu for Bruce partly as a result of good
performance at NPD and partly as a result of the choice of this material
for the boilers in the pressurized light water reactors. Our present choice
of Incoloy stems from secondary side, chemical upset condition investiga-
tions, primarily by Siemens, and the observation that Incoloy is not in-
ferior to Inconel, but is cheaper.
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Typical areas of the major materials in contact with the coolant
are: boiler tubing, 10,000 to 20,000 m2; feeders and headers, 2700 m2; and
zirconium alloys, 4500 m2. The range on boiler tubing area reflects the
effect of boiling and no boiling in the PHT system coolant.

6. CONTROL OF UTS CHEMISTRY

The use of carbon steel as a major construction material dictates
the use of a high pH, low oxygen coolant (<5 ppb O2). These requirements
are achieved by dosing the HTS coolant with lithium hydroxide to an "appar-
ant pD" of 10.0 to 10.5 and maintaining a dissolved deuterium content in the
coolant of 5 to 10 ml/fti ("Apparent pD" is the reading obtained when a D2O
solution is monitored with a pH instrument which has been buffered with H2O
chemicals.)

The required chemical parameters are maintained through a program
of regular sampling and associated laboratory analysis. This program also
includes checks on conductivity, crud levels, dissolved materials (such as
lithium, copper, iron, nitrate, chloride, carbonate) and radioactivity as
gross beta/gamma and iodine-131. Table 1 shows typical chemistry control
parameters for the heat transport coolant.
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An Important part of corrosion control is the pre-operational
hot conditioning of the system to build up a protective magnetite film on
the carbon steel surfaces. Using pump heat, the heat transport system
temperature is raised between 200 and 250°C (39Q-480°F). The water is
dosed initially with 100-200 mg/kg (100-200 ppm) of hydrazine. The pH is
maintained between 9.8 and 10.5 to minimize magnetite soluDility. The
duration of the hot conditioning is 8 to 10 days. As a preliminary to the
hot run, the system is circulated for up to a day through the purification
system to remove crud and dissolved Impurities.

During the hot run, a regular program of chemical sampling is
maintained. Two of the more important parameters are crud colour and
oxygen concentration. Coupons are also used to follow the progress of
the magnetite film formation.

7. THE PURIFICATION SYSTEM

The main reason for heat transport system purification is to
keep the heat transport fluid and surfaces it contacts as free as is
reasonably possible of impurities which are, or may be, hazardous to the
operation and maintenance of the station.

Within the context of activity movement, consideration must be
given to the control of both activated corrosion products and fission products
and to whole system decontamination. Also included in the overall purifi-
cation design is the control of non-radioactive ionic impurities and partic-
ulate matter.

As already mentioned, the experience at Douglas Point has pro-
vided useful practical information on crud redeposition rates. If the
purification system is to reduce the rate of buildup of radioactivity, it
has to compete with the redeposition processes; hence the purification half-
life must be similar to the "on-power" redeposition half-life. This gives
a system which has a shorter half-life than the redeposition half-lives
during shutdowns.

The relationship between redeposition and purification in its
simplest form can be written

t
1/2

X -, *
P = 1
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where X is the fraction of material removed by purification, t . are half-

lives and the subscripts
respectively.

V and refer to purification and redeposition

This relationship shows (sea Figure 2) that the smaller the
purification half-life, the higher the fraction of corrosion products re-
moved. For this reason, continuous high flow rate purification is ad-
vocated. Because the purification systems use conventional ion exchangers
which can be used only at relatively low temperatures 65°C (150°F), an
interchanger-cooler combination is used to reduce heat losses.

The present 600 MW(e) reactors are provided with an UTS purifi-
cation system giving a minimum purification half-life of 20 minutes which
corresponds to an X value of about 0.33 during power operation and 0.75
during shutdowns. "

The removal of fission products, released from fuel defects,
also has to be considered. With what is called a "normal" defect rate of
0.5%, the ensuing radio-iodine release can be controlled by a purification
system with a half-life of about two hours. Because both soluble and parti-
culate material must he removed, the purification system includes both
filters and ion exchangers.

The flowsheet for the purification system for the proposed 1250
MW(e) reactors is shown in Figure 3. This plant has three heat transport
circuits. All three feed into the purification system.

The purification system includes an interchanger, cooler, three
filters in parallel with a by-pass, two ion exchangers in parallel with a
by-pass, flow control and temperature monitoring. The system is designed
for a purification flow of 142 kg/s (1.1 x 106 lb/h) of D20. The ion ex-
changers have a nominal diameter of 1.5 m (5 ft) and each contains approx-
imately 1400 £(50 ft3) of a 1:1 cation/anion mixed bed. The system operates
at full system pressure taking flow from the main HTS circulating pump dis-
charge headers and returning flow to the appropriate pump suction lines.
The filters have a canned arrangement of pleated paper cartridges. Suitable
shielded flasks are provided for the transportation of the used canned filter
cartridge assembly to disposal.

The purification flow of 142 kg/s is derived from the purification
cleanup equation:

Ft.
M

C " C e
o

where C and C are impurity concentrations at times: t = t and t = t .

F = purification flow rate, t = time the flow is on and M = mass of fluid in
the system being purified. The half-life is the time required to reduce an
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impurity concentration by a factor of 2 when no new impurity is being added.
The relationship between flow and half-life can be obtained by manipulating
the above equation to give:

F ,
60 x t 1 / 2

where t ,„ = half-life for purification (in minutes), M = HTS D20 inventory

in kg (245,100 for the 1250 MW(e) reactor at full power) and F = the required
purification flow (kg/s).

Mention was made earlier of provision for whole system chemical
decontamination. The need fot this became evident when it was observed that
although the radiation levels around the Douglas Point boilers could be re-
duced (and were by a factor of about 5) by a judicious combination of chemical,
thermal and hydraulic cycling, there was little effect on the radiation levels
around the carbon steel components. Also, during subsequent operation, there
was little evidence of active material migrating from the carbon steel com-
ponents to the boilers. Added to this, attempts to reduce radiation levels
at NPD, using the Douglas Point techniques, were unsuccessful showing that
Inconel boilers can not be decontaminated using chemical, thermal and hy-
draulic cycling. So other methods had to be reviewed and assessed. This
work has and is continuing to be done at the AECL* laboratories at Chalk River
and Whiteshell.

As far as the designers of purification systems are concerned,
facilities must be provided to permit whole system decontamination. The
brief details and background to the method follow but fuller details will
come in later papers, especially that to be given by, Paul Pettit.

An important factor in selecting a decontamination method for
whole system decontamination of a PHW reactor heat transport system is the
use of heavy water (D2O) as the coolant. This largely rules out the use of
conventional methods, which use relatively concentrated solutions in in-
hibited inorganic acids in ordinary water (H2O) followed by copious flush-
ing with ordinary water. Instead, milder reagents were assessed, especially
those that could be regenerated and removed by ion exchange.

The present reagent is a mixture of complexing organic acids which
dissolve the oxide film, which is formed during operation on the heat
transport system surfaces, together with the embedded fission products.
As these resultant chelates pass through the deuterium form cation resins
of the purification ion exchangers, the metal ions are retained on the
resin and the free acids (in their deuterium form) are returned to the heat
transport system. Any particulate crud is removed by filtration.

*Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
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At the end of the decontamination the organic acids are removed
by anion exchange resins.

The advantages of this method, called CAN-DECOW, are

- There is very little downgrading of the heavy water coolant,

- the concentration of the reagent is low (about lg/kg D20),

- because of the reagent regeneration, the process can continue
until removal of active species has stopped,

- the only wastes are exhausted ion exchange resins and the
small volume of ordinary water used to slurry these resins
to the spent resin storage tank. Our experience has shown
that there is only minimal leaching of the active species
from these resins.

The feasibility of the CAN-DECON process has been demonstrated
at

- Gentilly-1 with a whole system decontamination,

- NPD, again with a whole system decontamination,

- Douglas Point with a bleed cooler decontamination.

Also a detailed procedure is in a very advanced stage of
preparation for a whole system decontamination of Douglas Point in 1975.
It is expected that with the facilities provided as a normal part of the
600 MW(e) design, that a CAN-DECON process will be carried out in a period
of 36 to 40 hours. For future multi-unit stations it may be preferable
to provide a skid mounted unit which can be used on all units.

8. RECAPITULATION

In the design of heat transport systems, the main methods used
to nullify activity transport are:

1. Choice of materials, including choice of materials with
low rates of corrosion, limiting noxious impurities.

2. Elimination of unnecessary components.

3. Improvement of component reliability.

A. Laying out of equipment to permit easy access for
maintenance. Provision of necessary shielding.
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5. Controlling HTS chemistry to minimize corrosion.

6. Provision of an HTS purification system and ancillaries
which:

a) competes with redeposition of crud,

b) removes fission products, and

c) provides facilities for whole system decontamination
within the poison-out period.
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THE BASIS OF ACTIVITY TRANSPORT

by

M. Tomlinson

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

Pinawa, Manitoba

ABSTRACT

The origins of corrosion product activity and the pathways
for its movement in the heat-transport systems of nuclear power plants are
outlined. The process involved in the transport of corrosion products
and activity are summarized, in particular: the transport of oxide particles
in suspension and their deposition on surfaces; changes in solubility and
the transport of dissolved material, corrosion driven transport and activity
incorporation; and the transformation and release of surface oxides.
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THE ORIGIN AND PATHWAYS OF CORROSION PRODUCT ACTIVITY MOVEMENT

Figure 1 outlines the process of activity transport. Corrosion
products from the boiler and the header pipes are transported into the reactor
core where they are deposited on the fuel elements. They remain in the reactor
for a time, where they are irradiated and become radioactive. They are then
released again into the primary heat-transport system and are deposited on the
boilers and headers and other out-reactor parts of the system, The radio-
active corrosion products give rise to radiation fields outside the reactor
core and radiation dosage of the personnel. The radiations come from the
radioactive corrosion products of the boiler and header materials. They can
only become radioactive while deposited in-core, since there is no neutron
irradiation of the materials outside the core.

ACTIVITY TRANSPORT

CORROSION PRODUCTS

RADIATION NUCLEAR
REACTOR

RADIOACTIVITY

FIGURE 1
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The materials in contact with water in the primary heat-transport
system inside the reactor core are zirconium alloys. Outside the reactor
core we have in the boiler a nickel-copper alloy, Monel-400, and in the
piping connecting the boiler to the reactor we have carbon steel, that is,
an iron alloy.

The principal radioactive corrosion product in CANDU reactors is
cobalt-60 and it will continue to dominate provided there are no large-scale
releases of fission products as a result of defective fuel. Cobalt is a minor
constituent of the structural alloys of the heat transport system but it has
a large capture cross section for thermal neutrons and a long radioactive life-
time.

'['he rate of cobalt-60 production in the CANDU reactors and in other
systems is proportional to the thickness of the corrosion product deposit on
the fuel element surfaces and to the cobalt concentration in th^se deposits
(see Figure 2). It also depends upon the surface area of fuel sheathing ex-
posed to the heat-transport system,but this is essentially constant per unit
of power output.

60Co PRODUCTION

Ci/MWd

DEPOSIT THICKNESS

q/m 2

COBALT

FRACTION

FIGURE 2

Table 1 summarizes fuel deposit data for various reactor systems.
In the early operating history of Douglas Point, a rapid increase of radiation
fields from the boilers and outcore parts of the plant was observed. This was
associated with relatively thick deposits as shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

STATION

Douglas Point
Early
Recent

Pickering

Gentilly

Saxton

Obrigheim

FUEL

DEPOSIT
THICKNESS
g/m2

2

0.1

0.06

8

1

3-80

DEPOSITS

COBALT
FRACTION
g/kg

4
2

0.65

0.3

1-7

-

RESIDENCE
TIME
DAYS

200

4

-

15, 60

-

CONSTITUENTS

Fe, Ni

Fe, Zn, Cr, Pb

Fe

-

-
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Corrosion product deposits of the same order of magnitude are
frequently observed on fuel in other water cooled reactor systems as shown
for example by the value for the Saxton PWR. Much greater deposit thicknesses
have been seen occasionally as for example in the Obrlgheim reactor built
by the Kraftwerk Union In Germany. Boiling of the water within the reactor
core tends to increase deposition on fuel element surfaces as shown by the
deposit thickness data for the Gsntilly reactor. More recently, the activity
transport within the Douglas Point reactor has been better controlled and the
fuel deposit thickness is only about 0.1 g/m2. The deposits in Pickering
are quite thin and compare very favourably with those reported from any other
water reactor systems.

TABLE 2

PICKERING I FUEL DEPOSIT

TOTAL

58

Fe

28

Be

1.2

Element

Cr

4.6

Concentration

Cu Pb

0.15 3.2

(mg/m )

Zn Ni

18 0.1

Co

0.04

60Co uCi/m2

22

To give some conception of the thickness of these deposits, the
early Douglas Point fuel deposits are visible as a black stain on the fuel
when it is removed from the reactor whereas the thinner Pickering deposits
are not really visible at all. They correspond to a thickness of about one
hundredth of a micrometre, or less than a hundred atomic layers of corrosion
product oxide.

From the amount of activity found in the corrosion product deposit
when fuel is removed from the reactor, an estimate can be made of the average
residence time of corrosion products within the reactor core. Some observed
values are shown in column 3 of Table 1. Whereas the fuel normally resides
in the reactor core for a period of about 500 operating days to achieve the
required burnup of the fuel, the amount of activity observed in the corrosion
product deposits corresponds to a much shorter time of irradiation. In the
early Douglas Point deposits, residence times appear to be of the order of
200 days. Much shorter residence times are estimated from the Pickering fuel
deposits and these are associated with much thinner fuel deposits.

The short residence times of corrosion products on the fuel is
indicative of their speedy release into the primary heat-transport system.
Figure 3 shows the subsequent dispersal of the radioactive corrosion products
for the case of the Pickering stations as they appear to be operating at the
present time. Less than 1% of the cobalt-60 formed in the fuel deposits is
removed with the residual deposit at the end of the fuel life time. The
amount of data so far obtained from the stations on the behaviour of the heat-
transport purification system is limited. It indicates that less than 10% of
the activity released to the heat-transport system is being removed by the
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purification system and filters. The remainder is deposited on the outcore
surfaces giving rise to the radiation field there. This summarizes the basic
phenomenon of activity transport. Now it is appropriate to examine, why the
corrosion products are deposited on the fuel and the processes which permit
them to disperse to the rest of the system.

60Co DISPERSAL

60Co ON FUEL

REMOVED WITH
USED FUEL

TO FILTERS

+ ION-EXCHANGE

REDEPOSITS
OUT-CORE

FIGURE 3

PROCESSES CAUSING CORROSION PRODUCT AND ACTIVITY TRANSPORT

The processes involved in activity transport are summarized in
Table 3. Corrosion, in addition to supplying Che•material, also provides
the driving force for some of the transport processes as will be described
in a later section. Particle movement - the movement of particles carried
in suspension in primary heat-transport system water-is important because
the deposition of these particles on the fuel is the main cause of formation
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of fuai deposits. Solubility effects are chiefly responsible for removing
the deposits from the fuel and carrying them elsewhere into the system.
In boiling systems, evaporation tends to increase formation of deposits on
fuel. Transformation of the oxides on the surface corrosion layer of various
parts of the plant can cause release of particles and affects other transport
processes, Isotopic exchange is a process which always goes on but it does
not appear to be making a major contribution to activity movement anil will
not be discussed further.

TABLE 3

PROCESSES CAUSING TRANSPORT

SOLUBILITY

EVAPORATION

ISOTOPE EXCHANGE

CORROSION

PARTICLE MOVEMENT

OXIDE TRANSFORMATIONS

PARTICLE MOVEMENT

The first activity transport process to be considered in detail
is particle movement because this is the principal means of formation of
corrosion product deposits on fuel and is also perhaps the least well known.
Tha primary heat-transport system of water cooled power plants is found to
carry small concentrations of particles in suspension. These particles
consist of oxides of the structural metals of the system, with diameters of
the order of 1 micrometre, that is they are just visible in an ordinary
optical microscope. These are filterable. They are normally present at a
concentration between 1/100 and 1/10 part per million. Occasional hydro-
dynamic upsecs or changes in the chemistry of the system may cause additional
release of particles with concentrations rising temporarily to a few parts
per million. These are called crud bursts.

When the reactor is operating, suspended particles undergo rapid
deposition on the system's surfaces as Is shown by the rapid decay of excess
concentration. An example of one of these transient crud bursts is shown in
Figure 4. This shows the concentration of cobalt-60 in the primary heat-
tranaport system water. (The cobalt-60 is mainly associated with corrosion
product particles in suspension). With the reactor operating steadily, the
cobalt-60 concentration remains constant representing a balance between the
deposition and release processes. A hydrodynamic disturbance causes an increase
in cobalt concentration by a factor of about 20 and this dies away again to the
steady level with a time constant of about 10 minutes. When the control rods
of the reactor start to move in (in order to reduce to 50% power), a further
transient Is initiated and again the rapid deposition of the excess cobalt-60
and particulate corrosion products is observed.
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When tl.c reactor is not operating, the deposition of corrosion
produci .u'livliy proceeds much more slowly with a time constant of about 2
hours. The reason for faster deposition with the reactor at power is not well
•mderstood. There are two schools of thought. One attributes fast deposition
to the effects of the heating in the system. An alternative view is that the
radiation inside the reactor core accelerates deposition of particles. There
is clearly a need for more research on this topic. The time constants observed
for the decay of transients in CANDU reactors are similar to those found in
PWR's, which shows that the same processes operate in water reactors generally.

FIGUKL 4 : CRUD BIJRS1S

The kinetics of particle deposition are clearly of considerable
interest. Particle deposition is not simply a physical process - it can be
greatly influenced by the water chemistry, which affects the surface charge
characteristics of the particles and the surface upon which deposition is
occurring. Figure 5 shows a simple demonstration of the importance of chem-
istry and surface charge in particle deposition kin°.tics. The suspension
of magnetite particles in alkaline solution will adsorb hydroxyl ions and
acquire a negative charge. Plastic surfaces such as that of the polyethene
bottle normally carry a negative charge which repels the particles and
therefore they do not readily stick to the surface as shown on the left
(the bottle has been shaken and inverted). If the solution is made slightly
acid the particles will gradually absorb protons and acquire a net positive
charge. This will allow them to be attracted to the surface where they will
stick quite firmly as shown on the right of Figure 5.
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The particle deposition rate parameter is the product of an inter-
facial transport coefficient which is determined by hydrodynamic factors such
as Reynold's number and a sticking coefficient term which is determined by
surface charge and water chemistry parameters. This is illustrated in Figure 6
which shows the amount of iron oxide deposited from a particle suspension on a
polished nickel surface as a function of time. Initially, the surface charge
on the rotating disc is opposite to that of the iron oxide particles so that
all particles transported to the surface stick and are retained there.
Under these conditions there is a rapid initial deposition regulated solely
by the interfacial mass transport coefficient. After a monolayer of particles
is deposited, the charge on the surface is reversed so that further particles
are repelled from the surface. Under these conditions the sticking coefficient
is less than unity and the deposition rate is controlled by the magnitude of
the potential energy barrier at the interface. Deposition is much slower under
these conditions. Since any surface rapidly becomes covered by particles, this
condition is the one which is most common in practice.
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Deposit thickness of iron oxide particles on a
nickel surface as a function of time. The curve
is superimposed on a micrograph of the particles.

The hydrodynamic aspect of interfacial mass transport is relative-
ly well known and quantitative descriptions are available. The effects of
surface charge and interfacial potential on particle deposition have been
much less extensively studied and the first quantitative description appeared
only in 1973. This topic is being actively investigated at the Chalk River
and Whiteshell Laboratories. It is essential to a good understanding and
precise description of activity transport.

SOLUBILITY EFFECTS

The solubility of corrosion product oxides plays a major role in
removing material from the corrosion products deposits on fuel. This is
illustrated in Figure 7. In order to transfer 1600 MW of heat from the
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reactor to the boiler, a flow of 7.7 Mg/s of heavy water is required leaving
the reactor at 290°C and returning at 250°C. The solubilities of the struc-
tural metals and their oxides are different at the two different temperatures
and therefore there is a tendency for material to dissolve in the regions of
high solubility and deposit in the regions of lower solubility. Although the
solubility is very small the flow is so great that tens or even hundreds of
kilograms of material can be removed in a year.

1,600,000 kW

290°C

REACTOR BOILER

250°C

770 kg/s D?0

HEAT & MASS TRANSPORT IN PICKERING GS

FIGURE 7

The solubility of magnetite (Fe,0,), one of the principal corrosion
products, increases with temperature, which means that it tends to dissolve as
the temperature rises in the reactor core. This is illustrated in figure 8
which shows the pattern of deposit thickness on the fuel as a function of
distance through the reactor core. The deposit is thinnest in che centre of
the core where the heat output is greatest, the temperature is rising most
rapidly, and the solubility is therefore increasing most rapidly.* The dotted
curve shows the calculated pattern from an early model by Burrill at Chalk
River. More sophisticated models have now been developed which give a more
accurate picture.

The example shown is taken from data for an American PWR. In our CANDU
reactor system the deposit pattern is normally lost because of the shuffling
of the fuel.
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FIGURE 8: DEPOSIT DISTRIBUTION

The solubility characteristics of the heat-transport materials
are highly sensitive to the chemical condition of the water, as illustrated
for magnetite in Table 4. This shows that the solubility and solubility
gradient depend upon the alkalinity of the water. Normally a lithium
hydroxide concentration is sustained, sufficient to give a room temperature
pH of about 10.5. As the alkalinity is further increased, the solubility
gradient increases as well as the total solubility. This should accelerate
dissolution and favour thinner corrosion product deposits, provided that the
particle deposition is not also accelerated by this change in water condition.
At low pH's, the solubility gradient is reversed so that iron oxide tends to
deposit on the fuel as the temperature rises. Early loop tests at Chalk River
gave thick fuel deposits in low pH water. This effect is probably also partly
responsible for the formation of thick deposits in certain boiling tests in
the NPD reactor, where the ammonia used for pH control is unable to maintain
sufficient alkalinity at operating temperature. These examples illustrate
the importance of precise chemical control of the water chemistry of the system.
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TABLE 4

SOLUBILITY

pH S

7.0
7.5

8.0
8.5
9.0
10.0
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0

CHANGE FOR FeJD,

(300°C) - S (250°C)
nmol/kg

-930
-64

+5.6
1.6
0.76
0.84
2.7
8.9
28
90

Solubility changes can occur for other reasons than changing
temperature. To give just two examples: firstly, radiolysis of the water
in the reactor core produces oxygen. This reacts with magnetite (black
iron oxide) and converts it to haematite (red iron oxide) which is much
less soluble. Secondly, if the solution is acidified there is a large
increase in the solubility, which can be further enhanced by addition of
complexing agents. This provides a means of dissolving the oxides and
the activity, and forms the basis of decontamination which is described
in the paper by Pe.ttit.

CORROSION

In addition to supplying the material for corrosion product and
activity transport, corrosion provides the driving force for some of the
transport processes and also leads to incorporation of active materials on
surfaces as shown schematically in Figure 9. Corrosion is classified in
two basic categories: active and passive.

Active corrosion Involves direct transfer of metal ions into
solution without formation of an intermediate surface oxide or hydroxide
layer. Active corrosion is not necessarily a rapid process if the solubil-
ity of the metal is low, as for example in '-he case of gold. Corrosion of
the Monel alloy in the CANDU system proceeds by the active route, when the
water is in a reducing condition, i.e. provided there is sufficient dis-
solved hydrogen and a low oxygen content in the water. The nickel and the
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FIGURE 9

copper metals making up the alloy are relatively noble metals and in the
presence of a small amount of dissolved hydrogen, corrosion procedes
directly to ions in solution. The only oxide that appears on the surface
is due to deposition of particles or crystallization from solution of material
coming from elsewhere. Active dissolution of metal and deposition in other
parts of the system is a corrosion-driven transport process.

Passive corrosion is the term used to describe the direct forma-
tion of an oxide layer on the surface without formation of ions in solution.
A good example of this is the corrosion of the zirconium alloy inside the
reactor. Very little zirconium passes into solution, there is no transport
of material and little incorporation of activity into corroding zirconium
surfaces.



Intermediate behaviour is exhibited by other alloys in the
system, in particular, steel, Incoloy and Inconel. An oxide layer is
formed partly by passive corrosion and partly by crystallization from
ions driven into solution by active corrosion. Under some conditions,
for example, when the water is stagnant, ions produce local supersaturation
and crystallization. In flowing systems, the ions tend to disperse around
the system and contribute to crystallization elsewhere. This constitutes
one mode of corrosion product transport. If the solution contains radio-
active ions, there will be incorporation of activity into the growing crystals.

An example of corrosion-driven transport and activity incorpora-
tion is given in Figure 10 which shows an electron micrograph of a transverse
section of the surface of a piece of carbon steel pipe taken from the Douglas
Point reactor. The surface was covered with a copper backing prior to sec-
tioning to prevent disturbance of the surface. Superimposed on the micro-
graph are the traces of a line scan of the characteristic X-ray emissions,
which show the content of various metals in the surface as a function of
depth. The copper scan shows a high level of copper in the backing, none
in the corrosion layer and none in the base metal of the pipe. The iron
scan shows zero in the copper, an intermediate level in the corrosion layer
and the highest level in the underlying metal. The nickel scan shows the
presence of nickel near the outer surface of the corrosion layer. The under-
lying carbon steel contains very little nickel. The source of the nickel is
presumed to be the nickel copper alloy of the boilers. X-ray crystallographic
examination shows that the nickel is present as nickel ferrite, NiFe^O,, which
could be formed only by growth of crystals from nickel and iron ions in solution.
This illustrates corrosion-driven transport and the influence of one material in
the system on the surface corrosion layer of another. Furthermore, the corro-
sion layer was found to contain a high concentration of radioactive cobalt
illustrating the incorporation of activity by solution transport. (Note how-
ever that this was not the exclusive mode of transport; deposited particles
were also present on the surface.)

FIGURE 10
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OXIDE TRANSFORMATIONS

Changes in the chemical composition of an oxide, for example
from magnetite (Fe 0^) to haematite (ot-Fe^J cause changes in the density
and physical structure which in turn produce strains in the corrosion layer.
These changes may lead to fragmentation and release of particles. If the
transformation occurs by recrystallization from solution it can lead to in-
corporation of activity as indicated in the previous section. Changing the
chemical form of the oxide also alters the solubility characteristics.

The early high radiation fields in the Douglas Point plant are
thought to be mainly the result of surface transformations, namely the al-
ternate formation and reduction of nickel oxide.

Ni + D O ^ NiO + D . . . . 1

Ni + 0_ — > NiO . . . . 2

If a sufficient dissolved deuterium concentration is maintained, the equi-
librium 1 is driven to the left and nickel is the stable phase. Any nickel
oxide present will be reduced to the metal. At low dissolved deuterium
concentrations or in the presence of dissolved oxygen, nickel oxide is
stable and will be formed on the Monel surfaces. The equilibrium deuterium
pressure is shown as a function of temperature in Figure 11. Above the
equilibrium line the deuterium pressure is sufficient that nickel metal is
the stable phase and below the equilibrium line nickel oxide is stable.
The normal operation conditions for the CANDU station straddle this line.
In the early days of operation of Douglas Point, engineering problems with
the plant caused inadequate water control and there were periods of low
deuterium content and ingress of oxygen alternating with periods of adequate
deuterium and low oxygen. These changes from oxidising to reducing conditions
are believed to have promoted the release and transport of corrosion products
in the system. This caused the relatively thick fuel element corrosion product
deposits noted in Table 1 and the rapid rise in radiation fields indicated in
Figure 12. In the Pickering stations where good water conditions have always
been maintained, the radiation fields are at least a factor of 100 lower than
were reached in Douglas Point and the corrosion product deposits on the fuel
are thin as noted before.

The high radiation fields in Douglas Point were alleviated by
carrying out the same surface transformation under controlled conditions.
In this way the dispersed radioactivity was removed from the system and the
radiation fields reduced. This was achieved by adding oxygen and hydrogen
alternately with the reactor shut down and the purification system at full
flow. The gas additions stimulated the release of corrosion products. With
the reactor shut down there was a relatively slow deposition of particles
from suspension instead of the rapid deposition on the fuel elements which
occurs with the reactor operating as noted previously. The primary puri-
fication system was then able to remove the suspended corrosion products
and incorporated activity.
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It should be noted that enhanced transport of corrosion products
rather than excessive corrosion was the principal cause of the high radiation
fields in Douglas Point. Operation with low hydrogen and excessive oxygen
levels in the early stages may have contributed to some enhancement of cor-
rosion but the data for the removal of the active corrosion products indicate
only about 40 g/m2 corrosion product on the boiler, which corresponds to the
normal corrosion rate expected for the system.

Other examples of oxide transformations are detected in the surface
layers of samples from the CANDU system. For example, the conversion of mag-
netite to haemitite is apparent on the surface of deposits on fuel from the
Gentilly reactor system and material from various CANDU systems shows the
formation of nickel ferrites and other spinels. A detailed examination of
these is required to arrive at a full understanding and control of the
activity transport behaviour of the system. The Douglas Point experience
demonstrates the need for careful chemistry control of power plants and for
an adequate knowledge of the system chemistry.

CONCLUSIONS

The preceding sections have given a basic outline of the processes
occurring in the primary heat-transport system of a CANDU reactor when activity
is transported and people receive radiation doses from radioactive corrosion
products. A more detailed account of some of theae processes is given in
references 1 and 2, and details of particular aspects of the system behaviour are
given in a continuing series of reports from the research laboratories in
references 3 to 12. It is noteworthy that all the activity transport processes
described are chemical in origin. Although the solution to the man-rem problem
will be found primarily through appropriate engineering, it should be clear that
to guide the search for more efficient solutions to the activity transport prob-
lems, and to get the best use of the engineering and design effort, we need all
the chemical knowledge we can get.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper the objectives of research on activity transport
for the development of models of the transport mechanisms, and ultimately
a code for predicting activity transport in present and future reactors,
are discussed.

The communications between AECL laboratories and Ontario Hydro's
power reactors, the experimental studies, and model development are briefly
outlined.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The object of research and development on activity transport is:

- to gain an understanding of the fundamental mechanisms in-
volved in the transport processes,

to use the mechanisms to develop mathematical models, and test
these with data obtained from loop experiments and reactorsi

- to develop a code from the models that can be used to predict
the growth or radiation fields in operating and future reactors.

The code must predict the change in radlonuclide concentration per
unit area with time, and must include the effects of chemistry changes and
assign changes. The latter should include different boiler materials, im-
purities in the materials (in particular, cobalt), and increases in the rate
of coolant purification.

The purpose of this paper is to review briefly the organization
of effort in this field within AECL and Ontario Hydro, and to describe the
areas to which this effort is being applied.

2. ORGANIZATION

Studies to develop the activity transport code are under the
general direction of the Activity Transport Working Party. Figure 1 il-
lustrates the lines of communication between researchers at GRNL, WNRE,
and the power reactors. The data obtained from the various studies are
used to develope the code.

CRNL WNRE

CODE-

REACTOR DESIGNER

PPSP

GEN PROJECTS

FUTURE REACTORS

7- REACTORS

FIGURE 1

LINES OF COMMUNICATION FOR CODE DEVELOPMENT
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3. CHALK. RIVER NUCLEAR LABORATORIES

The areas being studied at CRNL are indicated in Figure 2. Both
decontamination and filters are subjects of separate papers^*2' and will
not be described here. Models are being developed to describe fuel deposit
formation, and deposition and release of radionuclides on out-of-core surfaces.

MODEL DECONTAMINATION FILTERS
I ^
I I
' WNREJ

OHR J
I

NPD J
I

WCL J
FUEL

DEPOSITS

OUTCORE

DEPOSITS

IX ON

SURFACES

WiiRE 8. REACTORS

FIGURE 2

RESEARCH TOPICS ON ACTIVITY TRANSPORT AT CRNL

3.1 Fuel Deposits

Modrls describing the formation of fuel deposits are being devel-
oped only at CRNL, although data obtained in loop experiments at WNRE are
ii.sed in the model. The postulated physical model is that these deposits are
formed by deposition of particles and are released by dissolution. The
mathematical model has been fitted to the heavy fuel deposits and increase
in radiation fields experienced at DPGS prior to 1972(3). However, adjust-
ments have been made to the release rates to make the model fit the thin fuel
deposits being formed at PGS.

To further refine the model, loop experiments are being conducted
that study the effects of:

crud concentration,

- heat flux,

steam quality at the channel exit.
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Updated fuel deposit data from NFD (boiling and non-boiling
channels), PCS, and DPGS are used to test the model.

3.2 Out-of-Core Deposits

The pickup and release of radionuclides on isothermal stainless
steel and carbon steel have been examined. These studies are being extended
to include deposition and release on non-isothermal boiler material and fuel
sheath materials.

During the experiments with steels, it was observed that radio-
nuclides picked up by the corroding steel became buried in the oxide film on
the steel by more oxide as the corrosion continued. This "cementing-in" has
very important implications for the decontamination program. It means that
no amount of washing with radionuclide-free coolant will release deposited
radionuclides. This observation has been tested and confirmed in loop ex-
periments at both CRNL and WNRE. For a decontamination to work, the oxide
film must be physically removed by the decontaminant.

Experiments in which soluble "Fe is passed over inactive magnetite
have shown that ion exchange between ions and the first layer of atoms in the
solid is very fast.

4. WHITESHELL NUCLEAR RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT

Figure 3 indicates the areas under study at WNRE. The main areas
are model development, understanding, decontamination, and analytical chem-
istry support.

DECONTAMINATION MODEL

REACTORS
CRNL LOOPS

UNDERSTANDING ANAL CHEM SUPPORT

1L2 RD1O RD11 PARTICLES STRUCTURE ELECTRO SOLUBILITY
CHEMISTRY

FIGURE 3

RESEARCH TOPICS ON ACTIVITY TRANSPORT AT WNRE
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The decontamination studies are described in a subsequent paper^^
and will not be discussed here,

4.1 Analytical Chemistry Support

Besides the Innumerable samples of coolant, crud, and corrosion
coupons for elemental and radlochemical analysis, the Analytical Science
Branch is developing expertise in:

- X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy techniques for the analysis
of surface films,

- analysis of decontamination solutions^1',

- a corrosion probe technique to measure continuously, or semi-
continuously, the corrosion r^tes of metal surfaces exposed
to coolant,

- high temperature measurement of pH, instead of calculations
based on a cooled, depressurlzed sample which, may or may not
be representative of the coolant.

4.2 Understanding

Understanding the mechanisms involved in the transport processes
is an integral part of modelling. The areas in which understanding of fun-
damental processes is required by the modellers are listed in Tables 1 - 4 .

Table 1 lists the areas where study is needed to improve our
understanding of particle behaviour. Zeta potentials and points of zero
charge of metal oxides in coolant and the temperature dependence of these
are essential to understanding the role of crud particle deposition on
surfaces. Hydrolysis amd absorption are being studied because of their possible
importance in precipitation and adsorption around the coolant circuit at ele-
vated temperatures.

TABLE 1

PARTICLES

- Zeta potentials of surfaces and particles
sticking coefficients of particles(4»5)

- Points of zero charge

- Adsorption of ions (Co) on oxides'6'7'

- Hydrolysis of metal ions (Co and Fe) at elevated
temperatures
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Scanning electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,
and X-ray diffraction are used to determine the surface morphology and
internal structure of circulating crud and oxides on corrosion coupons and
piping removed from power reactors, as listed in Table 2. If the surface
morphology, chemical composition, and Internal structure of crud and deposits
are known, it is possible to deduce the mechanisms that probably occurred
to produce the oxides in their final form,

TABLE 2

SURFACE MORPHOLOGY AND INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF OXIDES

- In crud(e)

- On corrosion coupons

- On pipes - DPGS Monel boiler tube
and carbon steelC10)

(9)

- In-core deposits

- Basic studies - corrosion of MonelC11)

Table 3 lists the present electrochemical studies. The first two
items, the growth and dissolution of oxides in standard coolant conditions
and decontarainants, are self-explanatory. The third item, the properties of
heavy water, in particular the effects of temperature on the dissociation
constant, is being studied to ensure that the data we obtain from our studies
in light water can be related to the power reactor coolant systems.

TABLE .3

ELECTROCHEMISTRY

- Growth and dissolution of oxides on Cu
(test material), Inconel, and Incoloy

- Oxide dissolution in decontaminants

- Properties of D20 - dissociation constants

Table 4 lists some of the main oxides and mixed oxides that are
formed in the coolant circuits. Their solubilities are needed so that the
magnitude of solution transport, and their gradients around the coolant
circuits, can be calculated.
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TABLE 4

SOLUBILITY OF OXIDES

Theoret ical ca l cu la t ions ( 1 2 ) and experimental
determination for:

Fc3O,h

NiFe2Otf (stoichiometric and non-stoichiometrlc)

CoFe2Oi(

Knowledge in these areas is essential so that the modellers can
calculate or predict the contribution each process makes to the overall
activity transport processes.

4.3 Model Development

Data for model development are obtained from three experimental
loop facilities at WNRE, and from the power reactors.

WNRE Loops

The three loops are:

- the in-core WR-J.L2 loop - this loop has the same construction
materials as BGS, and is presently being operated with BGS
chemistry conditions and steam quality at the channel exit.
The loop is designed with replacable pipes, tubes, and fuel
elements, so that a mass balance of corrosion products on the
fuel, boiler, and piping can be obtained.

the out-of-core RD-10 is a nominally isothermal loop containing
test sections of any desired materials connected by stainless
steel piping.

- the out-of-core RD-11 loop has a heated Zircaloy-4 test section
to simulate fuel surfaces, and a cooler to simulate the boiler.
The heat fluxes on the cooler and heater are controlled. The
piping in this loop is carbon steel.

One significant advance resulting from the RD-10 studies has been
the development of a mathematical relationship between the pickup of radio-
nuclides from solution and the corrosion rate of carbon steel^ 3 .

The effects of heat flux, purification rate, material of construction,
steam quality, and refuelling direction are being studied in the WNRE loop
programs.
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5. POWER REACTORS

Table 5 lists the methods that are either in use or under
development for collection of data from the power reactors.

TABLE 5

DATA COLLECTION AT REACTORS

- Fields and radionuclides in boilers and feeders

- Fuel deposits - concentration of metals and radio-
nuclides on the surface

- Cruds - metals and radionuclide analysis and
structure of oxides

- Corrosion coupons - metals and radionuclide
profiles through oxide film and structure of
oxides

- Pipes - replaceable pipe sections of boiler and
feeder materials analyzed as above

In future, more emphasis must be placed on:

1. using replaceable pipe sections to help in obtaining a mass
balance of corrosion products around the coolant circuit

2. obtaining more information about the structure of oxides in
crud and on corrosion coupons.

6. CONCLUSION

Models of sections of the power reactors - the core, the boiler,
and the feeders and headers - are being developed. These are being combined
into a code that will predict the effects of chemistry changes and design
changes on the surface area concentration of radionuclides, and therefore
the radiation fields, around present and future, reactors.
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN TEXT

WNRE Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

CRNL Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

PPSP Power Projects Sheridan Park

Gen. Proj Ontario Hydro Generation Projects

OUR Ontario Hydro Research Division

WCL Westinghouse Canada Limited

IX Ion Exchange

DPGS Douglas Point Generating Station

PGS Pickering Generating Station

BGS Bruce Generating Station

NPD Nuclear Power Demonstration Reactor
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ABSTRACT

The Filter Task Force was set up as an inter-company committee
to study high temperature filtration for use in Canadian power reactors.
It consisted of staff from both of the AECL research laboratories, the AECL
design office, Ontario Hydro operations, and one contractor. The objective
of the task force was to examine various high temperature filter concepts,
and through development and test programs, to qualify at least one design
for use in CANDU reactors.

The justification for high flow, high temperature purification
is discussed, three filter types are described, and results of performance
tests reported. Electro-magnetic filters are recommended for use on the
basis of proven performance, and because the theory of operation is relat-
ively well understood. However, some engineering is still required to
optimize the design, particularly the system for handling the effluent
from the flushing circuit. Graphite bed filters have also proved effective
in tests in loops and in the KPD reactor, and disposal could be relatively
easy since the beds can be slurried much like ion-exchange resin. It is
suggested that a further year or so of testing of graphite beds is needed.
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INTRODUCTION

Today I want to report on the work of the Filter Task Force,
which is a subcommittee of the ATWP* It is made up of members from WNRE,
CRNL, Ontario Hydro, and WCL. The task force has been co-ordinating work
at the various laboratories for a little over 3 years now on development
of high temperature filtration.

Before I get into a description of filter types, I should
address the question: why high temperature filtration? I shall not spend
much time in justifying the high temperature part, but let it suffice to
say that if we filter 1% of the flow from a Bruce reactor, and cool that
flow to 100°C, we would have to remove nearly 75 MW of thermal energy from
it. No matter whether we discard this energy or recover much of it through
interchangers, it would cost us a lot of money. This is the incentive to
use high temperature filters.

I should note that some cold ion-exchange capacity will always
be needed for pH control, but this flow rate is trivial. Ion-exchange is
also used to remove fission products; but this is required only when we
have fuel failures, and, even then, a flow of 10 to 15% of the filter flow
seems sufficient.

Well then, if we must filter, let's do it hot. But why must we
filter at all? There are two places to look to answer that question:
models and experience.

Models consistently suggest that filters will reduce radiation
fields, but you have heard the story on models from Montford and realize
that they are not yet developed to the point where we can depend on them
quantitively. However, there seems little question that filters will have
a significant impact, and Montford1s current best guess as to the impact of
filters in a Pickering reactor is shown in Figure 1. This shows two things:
first, that at equilibrium the fields would be lowered very significantly
below those in an unfiltered reactor, and secondly, that it takes a long
time to get meaningful experience. That is, it takes a long time to
establish a significant effect by direct field measurement when you put a
filter into an operating system. Thus we have to rely on models to make
long-range predictions, and in experiments look for shorter-term symptoms,
primarily the effect on crud levels.

Looking at Bruce reactors from a modelling point of view,
detailed predictions are not yet in. But if boiling leads to increased
fuel deposits as expected, fields will be higher than in non-boiling
systems, and the impact of filters in an absolute sense will be even
greater.

FILTER TYPES

Let me now move on to describe the three filter types that the
filter task force has considered, and to tell you of our test results.

*Activity Transport Working Party
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Vacco Filters

The Vacco edge type filter was the first type we looked at.
The filter consists of a stack of thin steel discs or leaves, with flow
passages etched onto one face of each disc. The flow passes radially
through these passages. The depth of the etched passages can be as low
as 2 ym, making it possible to catch very small particles. In fact as
the filter operates, it effectively pre-coats itself and takes out even
finer material. The etching pattern is quite ingenious. I am not doing
full justice to its designer with this brief description, but Figure 2
shows it quite well.

We ran out-reactor loop tests on Vacco filters, both at CRNL
and WNRE, and tested a couple of filters in the U-2 loop in the NRU
reactor at CRNL. I will dispose of this filter quickly by saying that ic
appeared to be a good filter for many applications, but with our system
chemistry, we grew crystals on the internal passageway surfaces (Figure 3),
and we could not easily flush them off. This led to high pressure drop (AP)
at low crud loading and we terminated this work in favour of more promising
filter designs.
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FIGURE 3: CRYSTAL GROWTH ON VACCO FILTER SURFACE

Graphite Bed Filters

Graphite Filter Description and Design Parameters

We tested this design in an out-reactor loop at Power Projects
Sheridan Park (PPSP) , and in in-reactor loops at CRNL and NPD. The NPD
filter is shown in Figure 4. It contains ^65 & of graphite and ran at a
flow rate of 4 to 5 kg/s, or a specific rate of 60 to 80 kg/s-m2. At the
Sheridan Park test, the flow rate was typically 100 kg/s-nr, and the X-5
filter ran at 130 kg/s-m2. Using 100 as an average, a Bruce reactor would
require about 1 m2 of columns. This would mean about a dozen vessels of
the size we have experience with, or two beds each about 80 cm in diameter.
We need to show that we can get a uniform flow distribution over this larger
bed, but this will not likely present any problem.

The pressure drop (AP) we have experienced has ranged up to 2.3
MPa in Sheridan Park tests and to 0.6 MPa at NPD. The AP does vary signifi-
cantly from bed to bed, sometimes rather unpredictably; however, a normal
level of less than 0.7 MPa can be expected. Depending on the shape of the
graphite particles, it could conceivably be much less.
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Graphite Efficiency

Now, moving on to filter performance tests, I must start by
noting that everywhere we have tested these filters, we have run into a
problem - we filter out the crud so quickly that it is impossible to deter-
mine accurate efficiencies based on upstream and downstream crud measure-
ments! The most significant data we have, therefore, are the reduction in
crud levels in the test systems as a result of filtering. These are shown
in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Participate Crud Concentration (ng/g)

Pre-filter

Filter in service

Sheridan Park

100

10-20

X-5

80-120

0.6-3.4

NPD

10 - 50

2-4
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Efficiencies have been measured, based on ^Co removal, in in-
reactor tests. These have ranged from ^70 to over 90% ut NPD in three 6h
day runs and one 16 day run. In X-5, the efficiency was 60-95% during
the first month of the first bed tested, but then turned negative. A
second bed averaged 50% for its full 67 day run, and a third bed was 50%
for 50 days then turned negative for the remainder of its 110 days of
operation. I will say more about these negative efficiencies later.

Sheridan Park tests have shown efficiencies of A0 to 95% based
on upstream and downstream crud measurements. The low value was near the
start of bed life and was probably due to graphite fines eluting from the
bed.

Graphite Effect on System Chemistry

This leads into one problem we were afraid of with graphite -
release of fines into the main coolant stream. Experience shows that some
fines are released, probably continuously, but most significantly just
after loading. To test the significance of this, we valved h g samples of
graphite into the in-reactor X-6 loop at CRNL on several occasions. The
results showed that the material was quickly converted to a species which
could be removed by ion-exchange (IX) and that, provided IX flow was main-
tained, the pH was not affected. In fact, in more recent tes .,, it appeared
that there was no effect on pH, even without IX. This variability in
behaviour seems to be due to use of different graphites. Increased consump-
tion of IX resin was negligible in all X-6 tests. NPD experience has shown
no measurable increase in IX consumption during almost one year that graphite
beds have been in the system, and no other effects of any sort due to graphite
fines have been observed. X-5 fuel deposits have been closely studied, and
while, trace amounts of graphite have been found, the amounts are of no concern.
Release of fines does not, therefore, appear to be a problem although we still
think this needs watching. Release of a major charge of graphite due to, say,
a screen failure, appears a remote possibility, but cannot be ruled out. The
consequences of such a release need to be assessed in more detail.

I should diverge here to explain what tests we have done at NPD
with graphite beds. I mentioned the four initial runs with the graphite
filter - three for bh days and one for 16 days. These were limited by the
allowable fields on the bed and so were kept too short to ;;ive meaningful
information on chemistry effects on the system. About a year ago, we installed
a magnetic filter upstream and in series with the graphite bed. Since the
magnetic filter picked up most of the activity, the graphite beds could be
kept in for longer periods of time, and so we have had graphite on stream
for most of the time NPD has operated during the past year. We have used
three beds during this period. Although not acting as the primary filter
element during this time, graphite was exposed to the primary coolant at
normal filtering conditions, and this was, therefore, a meaningful test as
far as chemistry effects on the system were concerned.
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Graphite Capacity

The capacity of a graphite bed is noc as clearly understood as
we would like. Tasts at Sherltlan Park suggest that graphite beds can remove
up to 10 g crud/Jl graphite; in X-5 loop tests, beds have removed up to about A
g/fl. but may not have been fully loaded. With lOg/Jl capacity, a bed would
become fully loaded in about a year if it removed 2 ng/g on average. However,
since it seems likely that the bed holds crud mechanically, and rather loosely,
so that crud percolates slowly through the bed, the rate of migration through
the bed will likely set the lifetime. The first X-5 filter bed showed this
quite clearly. It removed a large amount of crud early in its six months of
operation, and on analysis of core samples at the end of the run, we found
that a wave of active crud had moved down the bed. At the end of life, the
peak of this wave was about half way down the bed and had apparently moved
at about 5 cm/month. This rate suggests a life of about 15 months for the
peak to pass through the 76 cm deep bed. However, the peak flattens and
spreads out ns it moves, and the early part of the wave passes through the
bed much more quickly.

This X-5 bed began to show a negative efficiency after about a
month, suggesting that the first of the wave had passed through the bed in
that period. However, this "wave" theory may not hold up for fine crud which
may be more typical of equilibrium conditions in a filtered system. Since
the beds appear to hold crud mechanically, finer crud may not be removed so
easily and may not pile up on the top of the filter initially the way it did
on this X-5 bed. The behaviour of two more recent X-5 beds support this view.
They both showed a more even distribution of activity than the first bed; the
latest of these showed a virtually uniform 60Co distribution. This is the
bed which was ^50% efficient for the first 50 days of a 110 day run, and had
a negative efficiency for the rest of the run.

In one Hydro Research test they used artificial Mapico yellow
fine crud, and a glass vessel so they could see the crud distribution. The
crud did not accumulate on the top of the bed and percolate down through it,
but rather was removed uniformly throughout the bed. Also, in this test, a
large sudden flow increase washed the bed clean, indicating that this fine
crud was not held very tightly in the bed. Of course, we cannot be sure this
Fe203 artificial crud represents reactor crud at all, but it does suggest we
would like to learn more about the bed's crud folding capacity under different
conditions.

Slurrying Graphite

Slurrying is always a concern since if it gives trouble, we stand
to lose as much man-rem as we gain by filtering. I have been assured by those
who know much more about slurrying than I do that it should not cause any
difficulty. If we have any concern, we can install internal spray nozzles
in the graphite vessel and erode the bed away. In tests at Sheridan Park,
they have only been able to pack a bed when they worked hard at it, and cascad-
ing water removed the pecked graphite with little difficulty. Three NPD beds
did give some problems, but this was because we did not initially design that
system for slurrying. A modified slurry rig used on later beds did the job
well, in spite of the design of the bed itself.
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Required Further Development of Graphite Filters

Before I leave graphite filters, I would like to re-emphasize
our two major areas of uncertainty - areas where R & D*effort is still required.

- We do not fully understand the way in which a bed removes and
holds crud. Until we do, we are vulnerable to variations in
reactor operation.

- We are uncertain whether variations in graphite are important.
We have only been able to purchase commercial graphite as it
is available for other industrial purposes. We know that we
get different screen analyses from order to order, but this in
itself is not of too much concern since we can screen the
graphite to whatever size mix we like. However, again, since we do
not fully understand the mechanisms of crud removal by graphite
filters, we are somewhat vulnerable to a change in the graphite
that we do not even know we should be looking for. I should
not dwell on this too long; it is probably not a significant
problem but simply means that we are not as sure of ourselves
as we would like to be.

If graphite filters are chosen for reactor use, we will certainly
want to continue programs aimed at providing a better understanding of the
filtration process, leading to the writing of a "design handbook" for
graphite bed filters.

Electromagnetic Filters (EMF'S)

EMF Description and Operation

The magnetic filter (or more correctly the electro-magnetic filter)
circuit diagram is shown in Figure 5. This is basically a standard Kraftwerk
Qnion (KWU) filter as used in a number of European power stations. It is
quite practical to buy a single filter large enough to handle a 1% flow from
a Bruce reactor, but for our studies we have assumed that we would use 3
smaller units so that we can have a smaller common flushing circuit. Further
economic analysis is needed to determine what the optimum subdivision is.

In service, the 6.4 mm diameter steel balls are held in the bottom
half of the vessel by the magnetic field. To flush, the outlet valve is
closed, the bed demagnetised, and the valve to the flush tank opened. The
flushing flow rate is about 2/3 of the normal flow rate, and this fluidizes
the balls, agitating them violently and quickly knocking the crud off them.
This flushing flow is maintained for less than one minute, then the flush line
valve is closed. The magnetic field can be switched back on immediately, and
the outlet valve re-opened to put the filter back on stream. The total off-
stream cycle time would be about two minutes and is all automatically sequenced
so it runs through the cycle after pushing one button.

^Research and Development
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After about an hour, the crud in the flush tank would have pretty
well settled out, and about 80% of the water could be decanted from this vessel
back into the system through the filter. The remainder of the water would be
cooled and depressurized, and pumped in small batches to the disposable vessel
which would be located outside containment and inside a shielded heater. The
D^O would be evaporated and recovered, leaving the concentrated solid waste.
When the vessel is full or reaches a limiting field, it would be sent to dis-
posal in a shielded flask and a new vessel installed in the shielded heater.

The filter and flushing scheme, as I have described it, is exactly
as recommended by KWU. Disposal of the active waste is based on our own pre-
liminary studies. We are not certain that this design is optimum. As I will
explain later, there are good reasons for going to smaller balls, both to
improve filter performance, and to reduce the volume of water required for
flushing. We are also investigating other flushing schemes which may require
much less water, but at the moment, I only consider that these schemes give
the filter some "stretch potential".

It is possible that matrixes other than balls could have as high
or higher capacities and efficiencies (steel wool or metal foam for example),
but the high flushing efficiency of the fluidized bed approach gives a very
strong overall advantage to the ball matrix.
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EMF Capacity and Design Parameters

The filter capacity is rated by KWU as 1.5 g crud per kg of balls.
Our experiments suggest this is the right range for the size of ball they use,
and at this capacity, assuming 5 ng/g were removed during filtering, each
filter in Bruce would have to be flushed about five times a year. Going to
balls half the size appears, on our tests, to more than double this capacity.

The "free stream" velocity in this design is 30 cm/s, and the
AP at this flow is ̂ 100 kPa (15 psi) on a clean filter. It increases only
slightly to about 120 kPa (18 psi) on a fully loaded filter.

KWU have quite a bit of experience on these filters at temperatures
up to ^160°C, but not much yet at higher temperatures. However, they are
marketing a high temperature design, and are doing a demonstration in the
Stade reactor to support their design.

From an "engineering handbook" point of view, we are quite well
off with magnetic filters. Westinghouse Canada Limited (WCL) have evaluated
a theoretical equation for filter performance as follows:

C_ - exp I -1.38 ̂  X/V^ H L

o

C = Concentration in effluent

C = Concentration in influent
o

X = Volume fraction occupied by balls

x/v = Relative magnetic susceptibility of crud

d = Crud particle size

H = Magnetic field

L = Matrix depth

Ic = Saturation magnetization

D = Ball diameter

r| = Water viscosity

V = Water velocity in empty filter vessel
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I do not intend to take time to go through this correlation in
detail today, but will simply note that for a given crud characteristic and
operating temperature, there are only four parameters which can be changed
by designers. This allows us to write the simplified version as:

Efficiency = 1 - exp N—1
WCL has conducted parametric experiments to test this equation

at room temperature, and have generally shown excellent agreement. At high
temperature the correlation does not hold as well, but this may simply reflect
difficulties with sampling. Tests are continuing to Improve these data, but
even as it stands, the measured efficiencies are only varying from 32% higher
than predicted to 15% lower. For a standard sort of filter using 3.2 mm
diameter balls, we can expect an efficiency of 99.7% with a lower 2a value of
78X, based on these experiments. By the way, our definition of a loaded
filter is one where the efficiency has dropped to ̂ 60% of the initial effi-
ciency .

The importance of having such a correlation, of course, is that
we can make an attempt to design an optimum filter from the point of view of
costs that are important to us. Foi example, we believe that it makes sense
to go to the smaller 3.2 mm balls and a smaller diameter filter. This will
raise the velocity and AP, while holding the efficiency approximately
constant, but will lower the D2O holdup and the amount of water needed to
flusn the filter.

Without taking time to go into then, I should also note that WCL
has developed equations for both pressure drop vs. velocity, and fluidization
velocity vs. ball size, and has conducted experiments to support the correla-
tion. With these experiments to back us ut>, we have a high degree of
confidence that filters designed for a given system will perform as expected.

EMF Operating Experience

CRNL did some out-reactor tests of a steel-wool matrix filter which
showed high efficiencies under realistic test conditions. This led to the
installation of the same type of filter in NPD, upstream and in series with
the graphite bed. The results in NPD have been excellent. Efficiencies have
consistently been over 90%, based on ®°Co activity removals, and crud levels
in NPD have dropped to a consistent 2 ng/g during the run. There has been a
suggestion that total crud in the system was reduced due to filtering, indicated
by lower crud burst levels and the fact that equilibrium crud levels did not
increase rapidly after filtration was shut off. Since the CAN-DECON decon-
tamination in NPD, crud burst levels are again quite high, probably because
of material loosened up during the decontamination. However, recent informa-
tion suggests that the filters at NPD are still removing crvid. During a
recent start-up sequence, the crud level became quite high when they started
the pump, but was reduced to acceptable levels before reactor start-up. The
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NPD Eilter is operating in a rather unique way at the moment. During the
CANDECON, they were trying different filters to remove the very fine crud
generated by the process. Graphite beds were shown to be ineffective, but
when the magnetic filter was switched on it worked so well that it was
saturated within minutes. It has too small a capacity to be useful during
a decontamination, but this demonstration of capacity for fine crud suggests
it may be useful in the period following decontamination, when some fine crud
is likely left around. Ir. any case, we cannot clean the NPD magnetic filter
because of its steel wool matrix and the circuit we have, so it is now operat-
ing with negative efficiencies. However, it is apparently magnetically
agglomerating the crud and the graphite filter below it is catching this crud
very efficiently. This was even true during the decontamination clean-up
when the crud washed through the graphite bed until we turned on the magnet
upstream of it, then the graphite showed a high efficiency for crud which got
through the magnetic filter.

The filters will be left in NPD over the winter, then removed
as planned in the experiment proposal. CRNL are now doing a study of what
is the best design for a permanent filter for NPD.

Further Work Required on EMF's

Well, what are the main problems with magnetic filters'.' I
believe they are primarily questions of design. We have to do some serious
design and cost analysis to come up with the optimum filter arrangement and
the best flushing circuit. We do not have experience with a large ball-
matrix filter in Canada, but I think this is offset by a very large amount
of experience with this design in Europe. The apparent increasing acceptance
of KWU filters in European power stations supports my basic belief that this
is a good filter system.

COST ANALYSIS

I have not left time to talk costs in detail. Let me just give
the results of a cost analysis we did for graphite and magnetic filters in
a Bruce reactor, assuming filters of designs as I have discussed, that is,
large giTciphite beds, and magnetic filters of KWU's current design with their
recommended flushing system. The flow we assumed was 100 kg/s {IX of primary
flow) to give a half-life of 20 min. We included D20 holdup cost, mainten-
ance and pumping power: costs, and took operating costs as equivalent capital
costs to make the comparison easier. The magnetic filter cost was based on
a bid from KWU, and the design was based on a fairly extensive design we did
for a possible installation in Gentilly 1. The graphite design was based on
much less detailed studies, so we added a 50% contingency to it, compared to
a 30% contingency on the magnetic filter.

The resulting totals were:

- graphite 2.I M$
- magnetic 2,7 M?

We cannot yet claim these numbers are developed in enough detail
to be considered firm, but we do think they are reasonable estimates.
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CONCLUSION

Well, that is the filter story to date. I hope I have left you
with the impression that high flow rate purification will be useful in
reducing man-rem, although just how useful it will be, probably will not be
known for some time after we install a large filter on one of our reactors.
I hope you also think that both magnetic filters and graphite bed filters
can likely do the job for us. Personally, I think that we could proceed
immediately to commit a magnetic filter. We would work out any uncertainties
in the detailed design stage, and do a pre-commissioning run on an out-reactor
water loop to ensure that we have all the operational bugs worked out. If we
started this program now, I think we could have the system available for
installation in about 2 years.

The graphite filter has an apparent cost advantage, and because
it "looks'* like an IX system, has the advantages of operator familiarity.
But it will probably take a year or so of further intensive testing to bring
it to the point where I have as much confidence in it as I now have in the
magnetic filter.
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ABSTRACT

Decontamination of radioactive systems is necessary to reduce
personnel radiation exposures and also to reduce exposure during special
work. Mechanical decontamination methods are sometimes useful, but most
contaminated surfaces are inaccessible, so chemical decontamination often
is preferred. The A-P Citrox method will remove most contaminants from
CANDU systems, but is costly and long, damages components, and produces
large quantities of radioactive liquid waste. The Redox cycling process
is fast and inexpensive, produces only solid wastes, but removes small
quantities of deposit from Monel only. The CAN-DECON process removes
deposits from most materials including fuel cladding and has many other
advantages.
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INTRODUCTION

The advances which AECL and its collaborators have made in
reactor chemistry, equipment, and materials should decrease activity
transport and lower radiation fields in nuclaar power stations.

Radiation fields, however, will nev<=r be reduced to zero,
even by the best water chemistry and materials, and will gradually
rise as the reactor operates. People working in and around active
equipment are exposed to the radiation fields. Exposures may be
classified as either

Chronic -

or

Acute

accumulated during routine tasks around contaminated
equipment;

arising from unusually active equipment or
prolonged exposure close to or inside
contaminated equipment.

Devices such as shielding and renotely operated tools
help to reduce radiation exposure, but sometimes decontamination is
the most practical and economical method of reducing man-rem.

The contamination consists of radionuclides contained in
a film made up of two or more layers (Fig. 1). The inner layer,
built up largely from corrosion of the underlying metal, adheres
tightly to the metal. The outer layer, composed of deposited mater-
ials , is porous and loosely adherent, and therefore more easily
removed. Deposits are conglomer^^" o£ all of the corrosion products
and impurities in the coolant, but generally contain a high percentage
of iron.

WATER

7V / / / / /
METAL

/ / / / /

DEPOSIT FILM

ADHERENT
CORROSION FILM

FIGURE 1

RESIDENCE OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION
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Decontamination techniques are not well enough developed
to remove only the offensive radionuciides from the deposits, so
part or all of the deposit and film must be removed.

Whole system decontamination can and should be done peri-
odically to prevent fields from ever getting very high.

Lo al decontamination can be used to reduce radiation
hazards during special maintenance or inspection.

Methods of decontamination may be mechanical or chemical
in nature (Table 1).

Table 1

METHODS OF DECONTAMINATION

(Deposit Removal)

MECHANICAL

Scrubb:ng
Blasting with steam, water or abrasive slurry
Vacuum cleaning

CHEMICAL

Dissolution
Spalling, occasioned by environmental changes

The aims of any method of decontamination are:

(1) to minimize rad:. ' \on fields, by maximizing the removal of activity,

(2) to minimize the cost of the decontamination, including radiation

exposure incurred during the decontamination.

The effectiveness of decontamination is usually reported as

the decontamination factor> i.e.

DF =
field before (mR/h)

field after (mR/h)

Some of the factors which contribute to the total cost of
a decontamination are listed in Table 2. Each method requires i ts
own special tools, apparatus, chemicals, techniques, and so on.
Some important considerations are:
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Man-rem : The decontamination must save more man-rem than i t
consumes.

Time : Long procedures mean l o s t power production.

Corrosion : Corrosive damage to components could cause lengthy
r e p a i r s following the decontamination.

Table 2

MAJOR COSTS FOR A DECONTAMINATION

Equipment

Special purpose tools
Filters
Ion exchange columns
Storage tanks
Waste handling equipment
Replacement p a r t s

Chemicals S IX Resins
Labor
Radiation exposure
Downtime
Contamination of coolant
Corrosive damage
Waste processing

MECHANICAL DECONTAMINATION

Mechanical decontamination techniques are limited to com-
ponents having simple configurations. Scrub brushes and water jets
can do quite a good job, provided the contaminated surfaces are
accessible for cleaning.

Figures 2 and 3 show a remotely operated mechanical
cleaner developed by the Engineering Research Branch at Chalk River
Nuclear laboratories, consisting of a vacuum cleaner behind a rotating
wire brush. The tool can remove most deposits it reaches, but reach-
ing the deposits can be a problem in cramped quarters.

Vacuum cleaning to rid components of fine, loose particles
may be a necessary follow-up to other methods.

Some of the deficiencies of mechanical cleaning are sum-
marized in Table 3. Many components are just not designed for
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FIGURE 2

A SCRUBBING VACUUM CLEANER.
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FIGURE 3
VIEW OF SCRUBBER IN THE VACUUM HEAD.
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cleaning. Their size and configuration often makes the internals
inaccessible; also, limited benefits accrue from cleaning a single
component if its neighbours are contaminated. Even if specialized
tools are developed for remote cleaning, mechanical techniques
necessitate men being close to some contamination. The radiation
exposure which they encounter reduces the overall benefits.

Table 3

I—

DRAWBACKS TO

MECHANICAL DECONTAMINATION

Inaccessibility of surfaces

Limited benefit from single
component cleaning

Exposure of operators

CHEMICAL DECONTAMINATION

In most cases of large component or system decontamination,
the preferred method of reducing fields is by chemical decontamination.
Chemicals can usually reach deposits which are physically inaccessible.
Chemicals can be applied to whole systems or to individual components.

Three different methods of chemical decontamination will
be considered.

THE AP-CITROX PROCESS

The standard method of chemical decontamination which has
been adopted for US-type reactors is the AP-CITROX method or some
variation of it. The AP-CITRnx process derives its name from the
fact that it uses two different chemicals: Alkaline permanganate
("AP") and Citrox - a mixture of citric and oxalic acids. It has
been applied several times to stainless steel loops at Chalk River,
and a detailed plan was developed for applying the method to the
Douglas point CANDU-PHW Reactor, although it was never implemented for
reasons which will appear later. Table 4 summarizes the steps re-
quired in applying AP-Citrox to a CANDU-PhW reactor.

First, the heavy water coolant would be displaced by H.,0.
Next, a 10% solution of alkaline permanganate would be circulate
through the system. This solution is a powerful oxidizing agent
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which oxidizes deposits and dissolves some of their components.
The remaining oxidized deposit is then more porous and more soluble
in acids.

Table 4

STEPS INVOLVED IN

THE AP-CITROX METHOD

Remove D2O
Apply AP solu t ion
Rinse
Apply Citrox solut ion
Rinse and flush
Replace D,0

After the AP treatment the system would be rinsed several
times to remove the chemicals.

Next, a 10% Citrox solution would be applied, which
would remove most of the remaining deposits.

After the chemical treatments, the whole system including
all appendages, instrument lines, etc., would have to be thoroughly
rinsed to rid the system of all traces of the chemical.

Finally, the D2O coolant would be replaced.

The AP-Citrox process has never been applied to a CANDU
reactor, but Table 5 summarizes the likely results of applying the
process to Douglas Point. Tha process would probably do a good job
of cleaning the whole system and reducing fields to very low values,
but at a high cost.

Table 5

EVALUATION OF AP-CITROX

APPLIED TO A 200 MW CANDU-PHW

ADVANTAGES

DF - 10 to 100
Cleans fuel

DISADVANTAGES

Displace D2O
Downgrading
2 mo. downtime
100 man-rem
$3,000,000
Liquid waste
Corrosive damage



Displacing the D20 would necessitate instal l ing special
piping and o<ju.i jinent-. and would cause costly downgrading.

A long (2-month) shutdown.period is necessary to apply
l.ii!1 mult i-sjtop process. Even longer shutdowns may resul t from
cormKi ve <'Uimari e.

Operators would encounter considerable radiation exposure.
'I'm cost would tif- about $3,000,000 including the cost of the downtime.
This does not include the cost of waste processing and disposal, which
would bo high since; tho volume of radioactive chemical waste from
i i i .i t.m. sit s and i. "ins I.IM IS weiuJd be about 0 x the system volume (about
i mill, i-.ni 1 i t i.-rs for DougJ at; l-'oint).

Corrt.'iiji.m by the chemicals would cause significant thin-
ning of carbon s teel and damage to valves, gaskets and pressure
tube ond closure seals .

The AP-Citrox method is too aggressive to be applied to
whole CAiiDii systems, but may find limited application on isolated

We have developed two aJ t e r n a t i v e decon t amina t i on p r o -
for USK m CANDU r e a c t o r s .

CYCLING DECONTAMINATION

The f i r s t alternative decontamination process which has
•)-".M: developed is called Pedox Cycling. The process functions as
f 1 i; ".•;.-;: the !'•.vif.'v.or is shut down and the coolant chemistry is
• ;..I;I ;. •'} from r •_-> t ;i cr I.IP.J coiidi tionn to oxidizing conditions and then
back to reducing. The chemical changes are made by f i r s t injecting
>>• and later injecting hb-

Cyc.1 inq between reducing and oxidizing conditions loosens
some of the deposits , which then fal l off into the coolant where
they can be removed by f i l t ra t ion . The rapid changes in conditions
probably change the oxide structure in the deposits, rearranging
them and weakening their physical s t ab i l i t y . Once the deposits are
weakened, other steps and cycles can be used to release more deposit
into the coolant. For example, a l te rnate heating and cooling, low
i'l.nw and high flow, and other operational changes can help release
crud.

The heart of the Hedox Cycling process is the chemical
'.-•iiuiige, but i t has to be supplemented by appropriate operating
pro.-nxUires an-J ad'-'uuate water purification in the system being
docont;ami na ted.
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Redox Cycling was effective in decontaminating the Monel-
400 trailers in Douglas Point. Table 6 summarizes the advantages
and disadvantages.

Table 6

EVALUATION OF REDOX

ADVANTAGES

Applicable in D2O
No downgrading
<2d downtime
<1 man-rem
$30,000
Solid wastes only
No corrosion

CYCLING APPLIED TO A 200 MW CANDU-PHW

DISADVANTAGES

Decontaminates Monel only
DF per application only 1.2 to 1.5

In Douglas Point, Redox Cycling has several advantages.
The coolant need not be removed. The process is simple and requires
a short time, less than a weekend, for the station staff to apply.
Practically no personnel radiation exposure results.

The cost of Redox Cycling is about 100 x lower than the
cost of the AP-Citrox process, and $30,000 may even be pessimistic
since it charges the entire shutdown to the decontamination, assuming
no other use of the time.

A big advantage of the process is that all of the wastes
arc solids, collected on filters and IX resin which facilitates
transport and disposal.

Corrosion during Redox Cycling is negligible. The oxygen
which is injected attacks deposits on Monel in preference to metal.
Even if all the oxygen were to corrode carbon steel, so little O2
is used that uniform corrosion would be negligible.

Redox Cycling decontaminates Monel well, but has little
effect on carbon steel or Zircaloy clad fuel. On Monel, the DF per
Redox Cycle is relatively low, only 1.2 to 1.5 per cycle, but the
process can be applied over and over again for a high cumulative DF.

Figure 4 shows how Redox Cycling applied at Douglas Point
reduced radiation fields from Monel boilers. After the reactor
started up the fields climbed rapidly until October 1971 when cycling
was started. Several cycles have been applied and have helped
reduce fields to where they were only six months after the reactor
started up. Redox Cycling and purification have eradicated about
three years of build-up time and have maintained depressed fields
at Douglas Point.
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DOUGLAS POINT B O I U R ROOM FIELDS
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FIGURE 4

THE CAN-DECON PROCESS

Redox Cycling decontaminat ion i s s p e c i f i c t o Monel, but
most CANDU systems con ta in o the r m a t e r i a l s not s i g n i f i c a n t l y a f fec ted
by cycling. These other materials also discourage the use of highly
corrosive chemicals such as AP-Citrox which is so useful for stain-
less steel. The CANDU primary circuit is made mostly of carbon
steel. Because carbon steel corrodes faster than stainless steel
i t is easier to decontaminate.

Another decontamination process which we have developed,
called the Can-Decon process, takes advantage of the carbon steel
in CANDU systems. Can-Decon uses organic acids similar to those used
in the AP-Citrox process, but uses them at a much lower, much less
aggressive, concentration.
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To apply the Can-Decon process the reactor is shut down
and the coolant is cooled and purified. The coolant is kept
circulating and a mixture of dilute organic acids is injected
directly into it, so that the coolant becomes the decontaminating
solution. The organic acids are used at a low concentration of
about 0.1%, i.e., about l/100th the concentration used in the AP-
Citrox process. The acids attack the deposits and dissolve part of
them and tha deposits release some particles into the circulating
solution. Once the contaminants are suspended the system can be
decontaminated by purifying the coolant. The station's own
purification system or an auxiliary system can be used.

Filters remove the particles, and cation ion-exchange
resin removes the dissolved metals. The resin also performs an
additional important function: it regenerates the organic anions
consumed in the decontamination process. The spent chemicals con-
taining dissolved metals enter the cation resin and the resin removes
the metals and reacidifies or regenerates the solution. Regenerated
chemicals returning to the system can react over and over again.

To stop the decontamination, filtration is continued, and
the resin is replaced with a mixture of caticn and anion resins which
removes both the acids and the residual dissolved metals.

Table 7 summarizes the advantage" and disadvantages of
Can-Decon used on a CANDU-PHW reactor. The process is applicable
directly in the coolant and no draining or flushing is required.
Very little downgrading of D^O occurs, only about 0.005% per appli-
cation. The process requires only a few days to apply, much shorter
than the two months required for AP-Citrox.

One of the biggest advantages of Can-Deoon over Redox
Cycling is that it removes deposits from Zircaloy-clad fuel. Not
only does this remove a large portion of the activity in a system,
but it helps to decrease the future rate of activity transport, and
thus helps to prevent fields from ever getting very high.

Can-Decon, like Kedox Cycling, concentrates all the
wastes on filters and resins and produces no liquid waste. Also,
the process is safe for use on all CANDU system materials. Carbon
steel corrodes at the tolerable rate of only a few pm per day.
No component damage or leaks occur. Workers changing IX columns
and filters, sampling and surveying, accumulate only a small radiation
dose.

If all of station downtime is charged to the decontam-
ination, the cost of Can-Decon is still less than one tenth that
for AP-Citrox.
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The effectiveness of Can-Decon depends on the extent of
chemical reqoneration. If the system volume is purified or regen-
erated about three or four times, a DF up to four can be obtained
on carbon steel. Laboratory experiments indicate that continuing
the regeneration will increase the DF.

The Can-Decon process has been applied to the Gentilly-1
BLW reactor and also to the NPD-PHW reactor.

At G-l the process removed essentially all the fuel
deposits and lowered fields around most of the system. Fields from
the G-l outlet feeders dropped by a factor of four, saving about
100 man-rem during subsequent maintenance there. At NPD, Can-Decon
and special, experimental filters have been used simultaneously.
It is difficult to separate the effects of each but decontamination
and filtration together have achieved a DF of about three and re-
duced NPD boiler rocm fields to low, pre-1970 values.

Table 7

CAN-DECON IN A 200 MWe CANDU-PHW

ADVANTAGES

Applicable in D2O
Little downgrading
5d downtime
Cleans fuel
Concentrates wastes
$200,000
Negligible corrosion
<5 man-rem

DISADVANTAGES

DF only 2 to 4

CONCLUSION

The developments described will enable operators of nuclear
equipment to meet most of the ^requirements for decontamination.
Special tools are available to help remove deposits from vessels of
simple, flat-surface construction. Periodic application of the fast,
inexpensive Redox Cycling and Can-Decon processes will help prevent
accumulation of radioactive deposits. Extended application of the
Can-Decon process will significantly reduce radiation hazards associ-
ated with special maintenance or inspection. Research at AECL
promises improved decontamination processes through improved under-
standing and selection of chemicals.
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THE RADIATION EXPOSURE; CONTROL PROGRAMME

- ITS EFFECT ON DESIGN

by

R. B. V. Simmons

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Power Pro jec ts

Sheridan Park, Ontario

ABSTRACT

The paper discusses how the Power Projects design organization
has responded to the problem of operational exposure. This response took
the form of an organized formal Programme developed during the Bruce G.S.
design phase.

This Radiation Exposure Control Programme considered: radiation
conditions, number of items requiring attention, number of occasions item
requires attention and manhours involved on each occasion. Analysis of
these factors and comparison with target values enabled worthwhile re-
ductions to be made in estimated operating exposure.

Activity transport studies, reliability and design detail im-
provements have all received an impetus from the Programme.

The Programme which has value both from the economic and the
health physics points of view is now a continuing feature of the CANDU
plant design process.
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i. INTRODUCTION

The topic of this Symposium is Activity Transport, which is
the major influence on radiation fields experienced in a nuclear plant.
However, the personnel radiation exposure incurred in the operation and
maintenance of any nuclear plant depends upon:

(1) radiation conditions (field and concentration),

(2) amount of equipment,

(3) frequency of failure or required inspection interval,

(4) time to repair or carry out inspection.

If any of these factors is zero, the dose is zero. The design of the
equipment and the plant layout, which are under the control of the designer,
and plant management, which is under control of the operator, together
determine the four factors above. A careful and balanced consideration
of each factor is necessary to lower the radiation exposure figures.

The Radiation Exposure Control Programme was developed in tfra
AECL Power Projects design office during the Bruce-A G.S. design phase to
meet this need. As described here, it is still being improved and is
applied to all later project designs.

2. THE PROGRAMME

2.1 GENERAL

The early operation of Douglas Point G.S. showed that radiation
doses to operating staff could be very high in various tasks involved in
routine maintenance and operating work. While the exposure of the individual
was kept within statutory limits, the efficient planning and execution of
work became very difficult as personnel, particularly those with certain
specific skills and experience, had to have their working hours severely
restricted. In fact, cases arose where tasks had to be deferred until quali-
fied people became available.

Exposure dose limits, it will be recalled, are based on dose
levels and calendar intervals.
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In 1969 an organized approach was begun to avoid this problem
at Bruce. Access to areas within the containment was investigated in some
detail, and estimates were prepared of manhours and fields for various
tasks required in these areas. The results of this investigation within
AECL, together with the concern expressed by Ontario Hydro Health and
Safety Department in the issue of a report, "Man-Rem as a Design Parameter",
by D. Watson (September 1969), led to the development of the Bruce Radiation
Exposure Control Programme.

The preliminary layout work for the Bruce Generating Station, as
for other CANDU stations, involved the determination of shielding, which is
dependent upon identified sources and allowable radiation fields. These in
turn are established from the expected occupancy of the particular area and
the statutory exposure limit. Thus, an area which may theoretically be
occupied for 40 hours per week by a qualified Atomic Energy Worker as defined
by the ICRP* would be designed for a maximum radiation field of 2.5 mr/h,
i.e. 5 r/a (the statutory limit). Freely accessible areas, however, such
as administration offices, etc., are limited to 0.25 mr/h, i.e. 0.5 r/a
(the statutory limit for non-qualified workers).

The initial shielding design considerations were based on a number
of such specific area design dose rates and access restrictions as proposed
in Watson's report - Table I.

TABLE 1

DESIGN AREA DOSE RATES

Accessible Non-Radiation Areas

Accessible Radiation Areas

Average "Shut Down" Areas

High Radiation "Shut Down" Areas

mR/h

0.25

0.6

4.0

17.0

As at Douglas Point, the Bruce G.S. design included not only
these shielding and area control provisions, but also atmosphere separation,
cleanup systems, and remote manipulation facilities. As at Douglas Point,
however, notwithstanding these design provisions, local variations in field
levels, access problems and work classifications could be expected to give
rise to uneven and uneconomic distribution of exposure among station staff.
As a result, the organization of suitable personnel to carry out normal
station tasks would become difficult and costly.

^International Committee on Radiological Protection
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The Programme, then, was developed to enable an orderly assessment
to be made of relative operating exposures so that improvements could be
introduced where it was found necessary and feasible.

2.2 RADIATION EXPOSURE ECONOMICS

Maximum permissible exposures for individuals have been s<it by
the Atomic Energy Control Board using the recommendations in ICRP Publication
No. 9 as a basis. These constitute legal upper limits which must not bo
exceeded, and the plant must be designed and operated to ensure this.

When an individual reaches his limit for the ,-ariod, he must be
assigned to work in non-active areas and other persons must be brought in
to carry on the work where exposure is incurred. Additional personnel
represent additional operating cost. It follows that there is an economic
incentive to limit plant operating exposure.

An original attempt to evaluate the cost of exposure arrived at
a figure of $5000 per man-rem year, if additional permanent staff are hired
solely for this reason. Later efforts have been made to improve on this
figure, but it is not possible to derive a firm figure which can be applied
generally. For example, the initial exposure allowance is in effect "free"
because it is based on the station complement. (Man-rem do not cost anything
until extra staff must be hired.) Moreover, in practice the individual may
then allow sufficient reserve exposure to be available for unforeseen tasks,
yet maintain inc'.lviduai exposure doses within limits, provided suitable
skills are available.

However, for the Programme applied to Bruce, incremental exposure
was taken as worth $5000 per man-rem in weighing up the improvement to be
realized by design changes. This represents a simplified relationship between
capital and operating costs, but it is within the limits of accuracy of the
various factors involved, e.g. radiation fields and manhours.

It may be worth noting that, recently, figures have been suggested
much higher than this for specialist staff hired for highly skilled tasks,
but this does not affect the general approach of the Programme.

2.3 PROGRAMME ORGANIZATION

The programme consists of four parts:
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(a) Prediction of Operating Exposure

The Prediction stage is associated with the initial plant layout and
preliminary design information. It consists of a preliminary estimate
of plant operating exposure on an annual basis. The figures arrived at
are valid for relative comparison purposes only,

(b) Total Station Dose

The preparation of the Total Station Dose is discussed in detail below.
Its main function is to provide a series of relative rather than absolute
exposure dose targets for systems and components. The term "Budget" was
found convenient to describe the subsequent dose allocation process and
documentations Because average individual doses and station complement
figures may change, the Budget was initially apportioned from the total
Station Dose on a percentage basis.

(c) Estimate Review

The Estimate Review stage consists of a series of meetings taking system
by system with the designers and others. At these meetings the probable
exposures required are estimated for the servicing at maturity cf all
significant items. Remedial action, where required, is agreed to, if
possible, at the meeting. For convenience this phase of the Programme
came to be referred to as "Audit". The organization, conduct and
reporting of estimate review meetings is described later,

(J) Follow-up

The follow-up phase, which may include meetings to revise dosa estimates
or to take note of design changes, may continue on into the commissionins
stage of the plant. During this phase, feedback to designers takes place
and detailed procedures can be developed to give the necessary exposure
reduction.

The entire Programme is intended:

(1) to identify high exposure operational tasks,

(2) to "follow-up" design work related to such tasks to check that
recommended actions are carried out,

(3) to identify systems, processes and the like, where further R&D
effort may usefully be applied.

It must be emphasized that values of exposure dose estimated during
the programme are not intended to give the! exact values which may occur in
operational service. The Programme values are. relative, not absolute and are
for use only in the conduct of the Programme.
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2.4 TOTAL STATION DOSE

2.4.1 Dose Objective

The target value of man-rem (Total Station Dose) is determined by
the size of the proposed station staff and the average annual radiation dose
co an individual. The Budget figures derived from the total are intended
solely to provide targets for use in the Radiation Exposure Control Programme.

For the purposes of the Programme, only those persons exposed to
significant amounts of radiation during the day-to-day running of the station
are considered. For budget purposes, these are limited to operators and
maintenance personnel. (Although administration and technical staff may
receive very slight radiation exposure, their dose levels should not be high
while performing their normal duties and they are therefore not included in
either Budget or Estimate Review parts of the Programme.)

Present regulations permit a maximum permissible whole body dose
of 5 retn per year for an individual accumulated at a rate of not more than 3
ram per quarter,

Past experience has shown, however, that the annual dose absorbed
by the station total of operators and maintainers is less than the maximum
permissible due to several factors, i.e.

- Differences between worker classification group doses, e.g.
mechanical maintainers customarily are called upon to work
more often close to major radiation sources.

- Differences between individual doses due to work assignment
history, e.g. An individual may not be assigned to a job in
a high radiation area because his experience is unsuitable
for it or he is under training or he may not be on staff
during the full period.

- Multi-shift operation, e.g. An individual must pass through
several formal levels of access to active, areas and until
completely qualified may not be assignable to all possible
functions.

These factors are taken into account to provide flexibility of
operation, to accumulate a margin for contingencies and to ensure that no
worker exceeds the permitted dose. Accordingly, 2.5 rein per year per man
has been used as the annual average dose. This multiplied by the proposed
number of operators and maintainers, gives the total station budget dose.
Because the average dose may vary due to differing practices of radiation
management and because station personnel numbers may change, the total
Budget dose may or may not approach the actual total arrived at in operation.
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2.A.2 Budget Development

The Total Station Dose is divided up between systems and tasks
to form the Man-rem Budget which has three prime purposes:

(1) It provides the Design Group with a basis for assessing
whether or not there is a radiation problem.

(2) It allows a comparison to be made between the estimated
and budgeted doses immediately following a radiation
audit, and it eliminates delay. Without such a budget,
the estimated dose for a system could not be effectively
evaluated until after completion of the radiation review
for the whole station.

(3) It gives an indication of the systems and equipment
which are likely to cause significant radiation
exposure and which should be scheduled for radiation
audit review.

There are a number of ways that the Total Station Dose may be
divided up among the systems in a plant. From past experience we have
learned that assigning fractions of the total is undesirable. Poor proce-
dures, arrangements or practices would be perpetuated if this was done.

The principle that was adopted for Bruce-A and Gentilly-1 was
based on giving each system rights to a portion of the total budget dose
according to a merit system. This system could take account of, as seemed
appropriate, the numbers of systems, numbers of items, sizes of systems or
items, design area dose rates and time spent in the areas.

For Bruce-A and Gei:tilly-1 considerable effort went into this
budget allocation process. Experience has shown that a very simplified
approach is adequate in practical running of the Programme.

However, attention is required to be given to the ratio of the
total which can be allocated - from experience - to operating and maintenance
work classification, and within these, to internal and external exposure.

The ratio of external/internal dose varies with the type of
plant, generally from 2:1 to about 10:1.

CANDU reactor operation has indicated that the internal dose is
attributed to chronic air-borne tritium concentrations, rather than to
various acute exposure conditions. Consequently the ability usefully to
estimate the internal dose contributed by any system is doubtful. Although
an internal dose figure was allowed for in systems in the Bruce G.S. Budget,
it is thought to be preferable, at present, to define the internal dose
for the whole plant simply as a percentage of the total budget dose. This
remains under review as experience of operating conditions increases.
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In a similar manner, the external dose for maintenance and
operations can be divided. Here the ratio can be derived by modifying
past experience to suit the reactor plant being reviewed. The Bruce G.S.
figures in Table 2 give an example.

TABLE 2

TOTAL EXPOSURE DOSE % ALLOCATION (BRUCE G.S.)

Operating

Maintaining

Total

Internal

6.4

17.7

24.10

External

18.6

57.3

79.9

Total

25

75

100

With some reactor plant layouts (e.g. Gentilly N.P.S. where the
turbine building is a shut-down area), the radiation dose may be reached in
several separate buildings. By assigning a portion of the total budget dose
to each building, further breakdown of the budget is achieved. This may be
clone by considering the amount of time spent in each building on maintenance
or operations, and whether the reactor is operating or shut-down.

2.4.3 Programme Ground Rules

To help both in budget preparation and maintaining consistency
between the budget and the subsequent review audits, certain guidelines and
ground rules were established:

(1) Only the dose received by operators and maintainers
is considered.

(2) Plant maturity conditions are assumed to exist.

(3) Events other than those scheduled or occurring during
the normal running of the station are not considered.

(4) Allocation is a yearly average. Consequently it is
assumed that because some tasks are performed less
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frequently than once per year, some balancing out of
dose between systems over the years will occur if
maximum utilization of available man-rem is to be
achieved.

(5) The dose assigned to any system includes all duties,
both mechanical and control, associated with that
system, such as inspection, adjustment, removal,
overhaul, refitting, search and survey, decontamination
and cleanup,

(6) Maintenance work is considered to include servicing,
maintenance, overhaul and inspection functions.

(7) Operations includes regular operational duties and
those duties directly concerned with the disposal
of waste products resulting from reactor operation.

(8) Allowances such as Miscellaneous Maintenance and
Miscellaneous Operation are included for covering
systems which have not been identifed and for
duties infrequently performed which cannot be
assigned to a system.

(9) Allowances are not made for accident conditions or
for maintenance work which is to be performed at
intervals of greater than 15 years.

2.A.4 Exposure Estimate Review

The first step in the review or audit programme is to list systems
in order of importance and to determine with the various Design Branches
which systems are sufficiently advanced to permit immediate analysis. A series
of meetings is then arranged. Those attending are drawn from the System
Designers, Shielding, Health Physics, Operations, the Radiation Management,
and Layout and Structures groups, according to the system under review. All
present at the meeting are encouraged to express their views and any strongly
held dissenting opinions are recorded.

The audit is based on expected failure frequencies, routine
maintenance requirements, repair times, travelling times, numbers of components
and radiation fields. In some cases, the input data are well known and in
others can only be estimated. Operating experience from the most recent
operating design is relied on heavily, except where specific design changes
provide a basis for downward or upward adjustment of these data. Radiation
field estimates used in the Bruce G.S. Programme were based on Douglas Point
experience, maintenance etc. times or more general information.
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As discussed under Budget Development (Sect, 2.4.2) internal
exposure doses can be factored from external doses and this was done in the
first Programme applications. More recently it has been considered worth-
while to minimize the total dose for a specific task and the use of protective
clothing has been taken into account.

The correct clothing for minimum total dose is ascertained by
the procedure described in Report AECL-4611*, which enables the exposure
Lima to be adjusted according to the type of protection used in a particular
case.

As a result of the audit, systems are classified in order of
increasing man-rem deficit as compared to the budget target as:

(a) acceptable,

(b) scheduled for routine re-review, or

(c) scheduled for immediate tabulated re-review.

Specific design recommendations are made and further audit reviews scheduled
as necessary.

In any project the main concern is always to get at the serious
problems soon enough. It was not possible in the past to analyze a system
and make recommendations until after the design was well developed. This
means that design modifications which require a substantial reworking of the
system could have unacceptable effects on the schedule. The best remedy
to this problem is to hold preliminary audits on systems which have proved
to be major exposure contributors in other stations and to do these before
the. designs pass beyond the talking stage.

2.A.5 Follow-up

The follow-up to an audit meeting takes two main forms:

(1) A further series of formal man-rem audit meetings
when the recommendations of the earlier audits are
discussed together with the results of the actions
arising from the first audit meeting written up in
the report.

(2) Informal follow-up which consists of the radiation
protection engineer talking to designers to try to
help them improve the system without a full review
meeting.

* Recommended Protective Clothing Practice to Minimize Radiation Exposure,
G.G. Legg, AECL Power Projects, October 1973.
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During the review meetings on Bruce G.S. various approaches for
reducing man-rem exposure were proposed. The following Is a list of
approaches In order of their effectiveness as it was found in the application
of the Programme at that time.

It will be noticed that the earlier Items are, in effect, possible
immediate designer's actions and this accounts for the order.

(1) Stop adding additional equipment*

(2) Eliminate equipment.

(3) Simplify equipment for the system.

(4) Relocate equipment in a lower radiation field.

(5) Provide better chemical control and purification,

(6) Ensure a longer time interval between maintenance
periods by providing more reliable equipment,

(7) Arrange for quick removal of equipment for shop
maintenance.

(8) Arrange for shorter time required for in situ
maintenance.

(9) Provide more space between equipment.

(10) Provide shielding.

These recommendations are discussed with the designers and with
Operations personnel both during the meetings and during the follow-up
process. They may appear to be elementary or self-evident, but it has been
found valuable to emphasize them regularly.

It should be noted that shielding is the last item in the list.
The addition of shielding, which can involve serious structural and space
problems, is sometimes unavoidable, and it is the last resort.

The best long-term solution for the CANDU system is to concentrate
on items (5) and (6). This means to place great emphasis on the improvement
of chemical control and hence reduce radiation fields and on equipment
reliability and hence reduce exposure times. Improvement in these areas is
the true answer to Radiation Exposure Control or the "man-ram problem".
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3. SAFETY AND ECONOMICS

The Programme described has two underlying aspects:

- Radiation Protection and

- Operating Economy.

The legal limits of individual exposure can be, and are, adhered
to by Operating Staff with the advice and assistance of Health Physicists.
However, the total exposure should be reduced where possible for the reasons
set forth by the ICRP and licensing authorities. The Programme has this as
one objective.

Station staff and temporary additional personnel, who may come
from various sources, can keep a station running with capable management.
However, it is expensive to bring in extra personnel on a large scale or to
overstaff the plant, and it is expensive to restrict work of personnel with
special skills whose taska may incur high exposures. The second objective
of the programme, therefore,is to enable the planning of work affected by
radiation exposure dose to be as simple and straightforward as possible
and to involve a minimum of additional staff. This second objective is the
most readily quantified and, with dollar values assigned, it enables reason-
able engineering judgements to be made about the improvements to reduce
exposure proposed during the programme.

Studies of cost benefit analysis have been made arising out
of this so that capitalized values for a man-rem can be balanced against
engineering and equipment costs. As in normal cost benefit analysis, a
clear, realizable overall gain to the plant owner must be shown to be
obtainable if possible design work and schedule disruptions are to be
accepted.

In many cases, of course, comparatively simple modifications
to design and layout details can be introduced during the ongoing work
without penalty. Moreover, with experience in design and operation of •'
nuclear plants of a particular type, major modifications become less
likely to be found necessary in the running of the programme.

Further discussions of the economic aspects of radiation
exposure control and the benefit-cost comparisons are outside the scope
of this paper. " •
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4. BRUCE G.S. RESULTS

The Radiation Exposure Control Programme for Bruce G.S. began
after major layout and design decisions had been taken. However, some use-
ful reductions in estimated exposures were made in the initial stages.

The Programme effectively started in the summer of 1970 and
continued in the main audit phase through to the spring of 1972. From that
time, when a final report was made, the follow-up phase continued with
routine reporting. From the first prediction of 5000 tnan-rem per year for
the plant, made in July 1971, estimated reductions to 4000 man-rem and to
3000 man-rem were obtained in May 1972 and May 1973 respectively. Present
estimates are around 2500 man-rem. It should be emphasized that these
were based on a specific set of Douglas Point data. Decontamination experi-
ence in Douglas Point, however, shows that lower levels can be achieved.

The first sequence of exposure estimate review meetings showed
that most of the station estimated exposure dose was concentrated in five
systems:

TABLE 3

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

PHTS Boiler and Preheaters

Feeder Cabinets

Fuel

PHTS

PHTS

Handling

Feed Bleed find Relief

Other Equipment

M5%

^19%

-HO*

^ 8°/

% 6%

88%

of

of

of

of

of

of

Total

Total

Total

Total

Total

Total

Dose

Dose

Dose

Dose

Dose

Dose

The most important exposure doses are seen to be concentrated
in the maintenance of the "Boiler and Preheaters" and of the "Feeder Cabinets".
Design changes followed up by repeat audit reviews have reduced the estimated
exposure in these two systems. It has become clear, however, that the basic
solution must come from equipment reliability, improved methods, and control
of system chemistry, especially the latter as discussed previously in connec-
tion with the follow-up phase.
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Aside from work on system chemistry control which is heing
discussed by others at this Symposium, work on other aspects such as
improved leak searching techniques, boiler tube repair, etc., has been
stimulated by the Programme results and is continuing.

In response to audit review findings, the heat transport pump
isolating valves, the preheater and preheater bypass valves and the boiler
bypass valves were eliminated as part of the effort to reduce maintenance
work load in high radiation areas: in other words, major equipment was
eliminated in line with the follow-up list, item 2,

A major factor in deriving the estimates is the establishment
of reasonably realistic radiation field data. For the audit of Bruce G.S.,
Douglas Point 1970 figures (at 460 effective full-power days) were used
as the basis. Douglas Point fields decreased later as a result of decon-
tamination processes, but it can not yet be predicted exactly what the final
levels will be. The point to be emphasized is that in the operation of the
Programme and in assessing its results for a specific Project, a consistent
field data basis must be used. This does not in itself, however, ensure
that the estimates will be proved in practice, although individual values
should remain correct relative to each other.

5. EFFECTS ON DESIGN

The Programme was intended to ensure that the exposure under-
gone by operating staff can be kept at a minimum. This objective remains
paramount, but the Programme has had a number of side effects. The
Programme meetings inevitably affect design consideration and therefore
may tend to become small-scale informal design audits which can be very
valuable to the designers. It was found that small changes in layout,
equipment selection etc. were often made directly during a review meeting
to improve exposure conditions. j

Reliability studies are closely akin to man-rem audits. The
close co-ordination of *?e1 J -•'.Mlity improvement with Radiation Exposure
Control is extremely important in reaching man-rem budget objectives and
has received considerable attention in projects following Bruce.

The topics discussed at a review meeting may focus attention
on other areas of design or operational interest. Among these, in addition
to Reliability and System Chemistry, are: In-Service Inspection, Maintenance
tools and methods, radiation protection facilities (e.g. area monitors,
breathing air supplied), and working conditions.

Early cost-benefit studies and general experience with the
Programme have shown the importance of identifying and giving most attention
to the most significant problem areas. This applies whether they are major
components such as boilers, or system conditions such as the Activity Trans-
port phenomenon. Work on the latter at the AECL Labs and in Ontario Hydro
feeds back to influence design as discussed in other papers at this symposium.
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6. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT

Since the Radiation Exposure Control Programme was developed
and applied to Bruce G.S., it has been accepted as a routine process during
design for CANDU plants. Experience has led to considerable simplification
of the Programme so that serious probable problem areas can soon be identified
and rp.celve attention.

In future Power Projects design work, the Radiation Exposure
Control Programme will be a routine design tool. Although used in the past,
the title man-rem audit is being dropped because of confusion with other
more correctly described audit programmes.

Development of the Programme is continuing. Further extension
is envisaged of computer use to handle the data generated by the reviews
and to assist in the compiling of reports. Computer programmes will be
further improved which were written for the fast retrieval of related infor-
mation for special analysis.

This kind of radiation exposure analysis and review,as developed
in the Programme, is more and more finding use in operational work planning
and Health Physics work at the stations.

Licensing procedures in several countries are tending to call
for formal assessments of probable exposures for comparison with reported
results as part of Safety Analyses, The Radiation Exposure Control Programme,
although developed as a design support function, goes some way to meet this
requirement.

Here and elsewhere some attention is now being given to the ratio
of man-rem consumption to power sent out on an annual basis. From results
reported so far, the CANDU experience particularly at Pickering G.S. stands
up well among water cooled reactors. While this is a tribute to equipment
reliability and skilled operation, it also speaks well for system chemistry
control efforts.

7. CONCLUSION

The main purpose of this paper has been to describe the design
review procedure which has evolved for Radiation Exposure Control and to
show its links to Activity Transport. The general features and operation
of the Programme have been covered together with a look at future; develop-
ment.
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A major feature of the Programme has been an increase in the
awareness among designers of the Importance of minimizing exposure arising
from operation, inspection and repair of their equipment. Efforts to
maintain and foster this awareness among designers must continue.

Another major feature has been to focus on and lend support to
work in other areas of research and development. The work on Activity
Transport is a major one of these.

Although noteworthy reductions in radiation exposure have been
achieved, particularly on Bruce G.S., further reductions are considered
feasible by the continued use of this Programme, and its use will continue
on all future Power Projects work.
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ACTIVITY TRANSPORT CONSIDERATIONS AND

THEIR EFFECT ON A TYPICAL SYSTEM DESIGN'

THE PICKERING 'B' MODERATOR SYSTEM

by

T. S. Drolet and W. Papailias

Ontario Hydro
Generation Projects Division

SUMMARY

High external gamma fields, excessive chronic and acute MPCa's
of tritium combined with operating and maintenance difficulties associated
with the Pickering CIS "A" Moderator System have resulted in the adoption
of numerous design changes for the Pickering GS "B" Moderator System.

Included amongst the design changes are: a material-change for
the main moderator heat exchanger tubing to one with a lower Co content
and lower corrosion product release rate; all equipment, where possible,
has been placed behind shielding walls or in shielded sumps; pumps and
valves have been designed for easy maintenance (accessibility and reliability),
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1, PURPOSE QF THE MODERATOR SYSTEM

The heavy water in the moderator system performs the following
functions:

1. Slows down fission neutrons to the energy level required
to cause further fission,

2. Removes moderator heat,

3. Serves as a medium for dispersing chemicals for reactivity
control in the reactor core,

4. Provides a heat sink for the reactor fuel in the unlikely
event of loss of coolant accident coincident with failure
of emergency core cooling.

The moderator system operates at low pressure and low tempera-
ture.

2. DESIGN AND OPERATION OF THE PICKERING GS 'A' MODERATOR SYSTEM

During normal operation, the D_0 is pumped from the calandria,
through two parallel heat exchangers which remove the moderator heat. The
cooled heavy water is returned to the calandria at approximately the hori-
zontal centre line via eight nozzles.

The normal operating temperature of the heavy water in the
calandria will be approximately 150° F,

Purification o: the moderator system is accomplished by taking
a flow of approximately 4.5 -C/s (60 Igpm) at the outlet of the heat ex-
changers (tubing - 70% Cu/30% Ni) and routing it through a mixed bed (H 0H~)
IX column. No filters aro used in this system. Access to manual operating
purification valves has been difficult as the valves are inside the reactor
building. As a result of this and a number of screen failures in the IX
columns, purification has been intermittent, not continuous. Slurrying of
spent IX resins from the columns to dedeuteration tanks requires access to
an area of excessive external radiation fields and high chronic MPCa tritium.
Most valves and pipe runs in the purification and pump rooms are unshielded
adding to the general radiation fields as well as contributing to high local-
ized fields (maintenance problem).

The basic PCS 'A' Moderator design incorporated a 'dump' capability
as one possible shutdown technique. The dump tank is physically beneath the
calandria (which contains the D.O during normal operation). It is felt that
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the dump tank, as a system low point, has permitted the accumulation of
loose crud. This has contributed to the inventory of loose particulates
in the moderator system,

Ic has been found that the IX columns do not act as an efficient
particulate filter. Studies are underway into the feasibility of installing
conventional disposable cartridge filters into the PGS 'A' Moderator Purifi-
cation System.

In slightly acidic D20 (0z - 200 ppb), the corrosion product
re-lease rate from the 70% Cu/30% Nl heat exchangers is high, resulting in
a large inventory of mobile activated/activatable corrosion products. Cu6t*
(t1/2 = 12.9 hours) contributes to high external gamma fields in accessible
moderator system areas for a few days after a shutdown. Co60 and Co58'
witli their longer half-lives (t1/2Co60 = 5.2 a, Co58 = 72 days) are a
continuing maintenance problem after shutdown. Table 1 gives some of the
typical fields around a PGS 'A' moderator system.

TABLE 1

UNIT #2 MODERATOR ROOM SURVEY-1974

Location

Catwalk between pumps

Header

Piping from Header

Pumps 1
2
3
4
5

Heat Exchanger 1
2

General Field near HX2

Valves

Field (mR/h)

200-250

2500

1500

1000
3000
9000
2000-3000
500

70-80 (Hot spot-4000)
250-500

70

3000-10,000
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Moderator D2O presently averages 7 Ci tritium/kg of D2O. This
has resulted in chronic fields of 100 MPCa tritium in moderator system areas.
At maturity, it is anticipated that the concentration will average 20 Ci
tritium/kg D20 (or higher), resulting in chronic fields of 300 MPCa. Acute
doses for maintenance presently can range as high as 1500 MPCa tritium.
Maturity acute doses of 2500 MPCa are anticipated.

Studies of the technical and economic feasibility of on-line
tritium removal systems are continuing.

3. PC'S 'A1 - MODERATOR SYSTEM-MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS

3.1 Moderator Pumps

Replacement of parts of the moderator pump seals requires the
removal of the pump rotor, dismantling of the pump and removal of the complete
sub-assembly to the active maintenance area.

3.2 Draining D?0 for Maintenance

The draining of DgO for maintenance purposes, from headers, pipe
runs and equipment in the Pickering 'A' Moderator System, requires the in-
stallation of temporary Tygon hoses resulting in higher doses due to time in
external fields and internal uptake from DjO leaks or spills.

4. PICKERING GS 'B' MODERATOR SYSTEM

4.1 Background

Based on the successful operation of Pickering GS 'A' (Units 1-4),
the intent of the extension to the Pickering station was to repeat the original
design to the extent practicable. However, because of advances in technology,
and developing regulatory considerations, some deviation is inevitable. In
general the design changes can be categorized as resulting from;

1. stricter safety and code requirements

2. unsatisfactory existing design - primarily activity transport
considerations

3. changes in other areas of design

4. economic and schedule considerations.
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With respect to the moderator system, the major changes result
from the decision to adopt a Gentilly-2 calandria and calan ia vault. This
decision was primarily based on the new, but non-mandatory AECB*requirement
of providing two reliable, independent and fast shutdown systems - Shut-Off
Rods and Gadolinium Poison Injection.

h,l System Description

The main changes to the Moderator System resulting from the
decision to adopt the Gentilly-2 calandria and calandria vault design are:

1. elimination of the dump tank, dump valves, calandria level
regulating valves, motorized valves in the lines from the
dump tank to the moderator pump and the associated instru-
ments and piping.

2. elimination of the helium tank and the line joining the
helium tank to the calandria.

3. introduction of the DjO Supply System which consists of
four storage tanks to be used for draining the Moderator
or Heat Transport System and for adding reactor grade D20
to the Moderator and Heat Transport Systems.

k. design of the Moderator System components and piping to
ASHE Sec III class 3 as a minimum requirement.

The main moderator system consists esseutially of five pumps,
two heat exchangers, a head tank and the necessary instruments, valves and
piping. The cover gas system is not covered in this paper.

The main circuit consists of two halves feeding a common supply
header. There are cross ties upstream and downstream of the pumps to permit
the operation of any four pumps with the two heat exchangers during normal
operation. Each pump has 25% capacity and each heat exchanger has 50%
capacity under design conditions. The heavy water is drawn from the bottom
of the calandria and cooled. It then flows into the calandria near the
horizontal centreline, via four 6-inch nozzles on the north and south sides
of the calandria.

All of the equipment for the system is located in the moderator
room (R101) on the 254' floor of the reactor building north of the calandria.
Connections have been provided to the purification, liquid poison, heavy
water collection, D2O supply and D2O sampling systems.

Vessels, equipment, valves and piping in contact with heavy water-
are in general made of austenitic stainless steel. Bellows sealed valves have
bellows made of Inconel 600. The moderator heat exchangers have tubing made
of ASTM A669.

A strainer is provided at each pump suction. These strainers
prevent particles larger than 1/4 inch (0.6 cm) from entering the pump during

"Atomic Energy Control Board
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commissioning. After commissioning, die strainers will be removed from the
system.

All pipes, valves, fittings, tanks, etc., are manufactured in
accordance with Section III, Class 3 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, In order to minimize D20 losaea, improve reliability and eliminate
problems that may arise during the manufacturing process of the components,
many of the above components will be designed and built to more stringent
standards than required for Class 3.

4.2.1 Purification System

Tha purification system return connects into the cross-connection
line between the two pump suction lines. The moderator purification system
performs the following functions:

1. Maintains the purity of the moderator D2O to minimize radiolysis
(to prevent excessive production of Dg) and to minimize corro-
sion of components,

2. Adjusts the concentration of the soluble poisons in response
to reactivity demands.

3. Removes soluble poison after initiation of the Liquid Injection
Shutdown System.

The D;JO flow to each ion-exchange vessel will be controlled by
pneumatic ON-OFF motorized valves located in the inlet lines. Each motorized
valve will be selected by a handswitch located in the control room. All the
other valves in the system will be manual. Globe and diaphragm valves for D9O
service and ball valves for resin transfer are used.

The moderator purification system will be designed to conform with
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III and is classified as
Class 3.

The ion-exchange vessels are divided into two groups, 3 in one
group and 2 in the other with a 2' thick concrete wall between them. Above the
vessels will be the concrete floor which will be 3 feet 0̂ 1 m) thick. Above
each vessel there will be a removable slab of the same thickness to allow access
to one vessel, if required, partially shielding the operators from the other
vessels in the system. A shielding wall 2 feet (0.6 ai) thick will separate
the equipment from the accessible area of the room. All the valves and strainer;-
will be located behind the shielding wall.

The main differences between the purification system proposed for
Pickering B and that in Pickering A are:

1. Five ion-exchange columns are used instead of four and both
inlet and outlet lines are provided with a removable "Johnson"
edge wire screens.
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2. There are motorized valves at the inlet lines to each column
so flow through the columns can be started and stopped from
the control room.

3. There are only two instead of six in-line strainers. Shielding
will he installed around the 2 strainers.

4. The ion-excharige columns are installed underground to minimize
shielding requirements and to facilitate removal of the columns
and "Johnson" screens.

5. Two disposable filters in parallel (2 x 100%) are included in
the purification system. The filters will be the cartridge
type and are intended to remove any insoluble debris, of
particle size larger than 10 microns, from the moderator system.
The filters will be housed in transportable shielded flasks.
When spent, the filter remains in the flask, is transported to
the dedeuteration area and then to the Waste Storage Site.

The material of construction for both the ion-exchange columns and
the filter, as well as the valves, strainers and piping, will generally be type
304L stainless steel.

The five ion-exchange columns will be used as follows: One ion-
exchange column, containing approximately 7 ft3 (200 £) of mixed bed resin,
having equal capacities for anions and cations, and taking a flow of about
100 Igpm (7.6 £/s) will provide adequate cleanup for corrosion products. The
resin used would not alter the boron content of the system, but would remove
gadolinium if it were present.

Two ion-exchange columns, containing approximately 6 if of anion
resin and approximately 1 ft3 of cation resin, will be used for boron re-
moval from the moderator system.

The remaining two ion-exchange columns will be used for gadolinium
removal.

4.3 Selection of Heat Exchanger Tubing Material

In an effort to reduce the corrosion release rates, prolong life
of the tubing and eliminate the short-lived activity caused by the radioactive
isotope of copper, Cu6Lf, (t1/2 = 12.9 hours), it was decided to use 3RE60 ma-
terial for the moderator heat exchanger tubing.

The 3RE60 material is covered by the ASTM material specification
A669 and is an extra low carbon alloy (0.03%C) of normal weight % composition
18 Cr, 5 Hi, 2.7 Mo, 1.7 Si. It has a duplex ferritic-austenitic fine grain
structure which has good resistance to chloride stress corrosion cracking and
good resistance to pitting. 3RE60 is less expensive than Inconel 600 and In-
coloy 800 and is superior to 316L stainless steel in heat transfer and corrosion
resistance properties, at about the same cost as 316L tubing.

The cobalt content of the heat exchanger tubing will be limited to
0.010% by weight.
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4.4 Maintainability

A major effort has been made to facilitate equipment maintenance
and to reduce the man-rem expenditures on the main moderator system. To
achieve this, the layout of the equipment and piping has been changed from
dickering OS A.

The new layout offers the following advantages:

Pumps and valves are easily accessible. Where possible, all
equipment has been located in a trench which can be covered
by a shielding floor, thus reducing radiation fields. All
overhead piping has been relocated in the trench, below the
254 foot floor. As a result, a simple monorail system can be
used to remove a complete pump motov and rotating parts assembly
and the large gate valve "topworks".

In addition, drain lines have been provided from various headers
in the moderator system to the D20 collection system. These lines will
facilitate draining the headers for equipment maintenance.

All the valve stem leak-off points will be connected to the D2O
collection system, to reduce DjO leakage and the spread of tritium.

Pump sleeves will be of a non cobalt-containing alloy.

Small valves on the Pickering B Moderator System will be of the
bellows sealed variety. The large gate valves have a live loading feature
to improve stem sealing, resulting in reduced DpO leakage and tritium con-
ceucrations in the moderator room. Stellite material on valve seats and
plugs will be replaced with Colmonoy 5 or other similar material to reduce
Co'1 production.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Several design modifications have been made to the PCS 'B'
Moderator System in order to reduce the radiation fields and tritium con-
centration in the moderator rooms. It is felt that the changes listed
below will reduce the man-rem expenditure associated with the operation
and maintenance of the Moderator System at PGS 'B1.

1. All valves are shielded in a sump below the floor level. The stem and
haad wheels protrude through the floor for easy operation and repacking.
A live loading feature will be specified foi" large gate valves.

2. All pump-casings are located in the same sump below the floor with only
the motors and pump seals being above the floor.
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3. Most of the main pipes and all headers are located In the sump below
the floor.

h. There will be a closed collection system from all valve-stems and
pump seal leak-off points,

5. Permanent drain lines are provided (with isolating valves) from the
pump headers, heat exchangers and some main lines.

6. The specified Co content in valves, pumps, heat exchangers, etc. will
be reduced.

7. There will be continuous purification flow with provision for bypassing
the IX columns and using the filter . only.

8. The 2x100% vapour recovery dryers will quickly reduce the tritium content
in the moderator room, in the event of 'high DgO leakage.

9. The moderator IX tubing material will be changed from 70-30 Cu-Ni to
3RE60 (Austenitic-Ferritic stainless steel).

10. Movable radiation shields will be provided in the sump and between the
moderator pumps.

11. Pickering "A" type pump seals will be replaced in Pickering "B" by
cartridge type for faster and easier replacement.
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